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FORT'2IOJt1D

The test facilities and techniques described herein are being used to

conduct studies at the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

(WES) as a part of the vehicle mobility research program under DA Project

lTO62103A046, "Trafficability and Mobility Research," Task 03, "Mobility

Fundamentals and Model Studies," under the sponsorship and guidance of the

Research, Dekreiopm at an' Engineering Directorate. U. S. Army Materiel

Command.

Testing to determine the performance of soils under track loads is be-

ing conducted by personnel of the Mobility Research Branch (iKB), Mobility

and Environmental (M&Ei) Division, WES. under the general supervision of Mr.

W. G. Shockley, Chief, M•&E Division, and under the direct supervision of

Mr. S. J. Knight, Assistant Chief, M&U Division, and Chief, IvB. The study

began in 1968 under the leadership of Dr. D. R. Freitag, former Chief, ]B,

and now Chief, Office of Technical Programs and Plans, WES. Dr. K. W.

Wiendieck, formerly an engineer in the MERB, contributed many significant

suggestions and recommendations. All personnel of the Operations Group of

the MýB are actively enga(ed in the study. This report wa' prepared by Mr.

G. W. Turnage of the Research Projects Group, MRB.

COL.Levi A. Bro.ni, CE, and COL Ernest D. Peixotto, CE, were Directors

of the WES during this study and the preparation of this report. Mr. F. R.

Brown was Technical Director.
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CONVERSION FACTORS, METRIC TO BRITISH AKD BRITISH TO
ME!TRIC UN•ITS Or 1.EAISURE1,11NT

Metric units of measurement used in this report can be converted to British

units as follows:

Multiply By To Obtain

meters 3.281 feet

centimeters 0.3937 inches

kilonewtons 224.8 pounds

netons 0.2248 pounds

kilonewtons per square meter 0.1450 pounds per square inch

square centimeters 0.155 square inches

centimeters per second 0.3937 inches per second

meters per second 3.281 •feet per second

meganewtons per cubic meter 3.684 pounds per cubic inch

cubiz decimieters o.2642 gallons

meter-kilcnewtons 737.6 foot-pounds

British units of measurement used in this report can be converted to metric

units as follows:

Multiply BY To Obtain

pounds per square inch 6.895 kilonewtons per square meter

ix



;;•.;~ introductory r'eport reviews approaches taken by major investiga-
tors:•,. the soil-track system and describes in detail the faciiities, tech-
:Ln sue:. ad... •civi -. ,,,•• - .... ,c. proaram that the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Ex-
perienct •tnation will use to develop a comprehensive, quantitative descrip-
t~ion €,'the behavior of soils under track loads. Th~e r-eport also includes
a comprec•ensivc list of def'initions of mobility terms applicable to the
:' qli-tra•ck sys'•temn.

The laboratory mocdel track to be used in the progIram is a fairly
law;e-scale single-track system desi{Tned[ for use in a dynamometer ca'rriage-
soil bin arrangement. The system is extremely versatile and can be ad-
.juste,[ as necessary to evaluate the many variables that influence straigh~t-
]ine track performance in soil.

Initially, t1he model track will be used to determine the primary in-
dependent parameters for tracks operating in air-dry sand. The values of
the primary parameters will be varied in later tests to develop a basic-
paralmeter track performance prediction term. Fina•lly, the influence of the
parameters not included in the basic-parameter prediction tern', will be de-
termined, and the prediction term modified to include functions of any ad-
ditional parameters that influence track performance in sand significantly.
A similar programn of tests will be used ta develop a means for predicting
track pc~formance in fine-grained soils. Tests to determine track perform-
ance in layered soil systems are also planned.

In the final stages of tb:e program, the data developed in the tests
will be used to evaluate existing track performance theories and, if nec-
essary, to develop a. new theory. Fiel.d tests will then. be conducted to
deter~mine to what extent laboratory-developed track performance prediction
terms must be modified to predict in-the-field performance.

Appendix A describes the Plackett-B1raan test design, which will be
used to identify the most important variables of the system with a minimum
of testing. Appendix B3 presents the Waterways Experiment Station mobility
index formulas for tracked vehicles.

xiii



NOTATION

The following notations are used in the U. S. Army Engineer Watervays Ex-

periment Station soil-track research. Other symbols that are used specif-

ically and only once in this report and are defined in context are not

listed here.

A Ground contact area of the track (usually refers to the product of
cont.ct width b times nominal contact length P9)

b Track-pround contact width

c Soil cohesion

C Cone inrdex of the soil

CG Track center of gravity

DCG Track dynamic center of gravity

G Soil penetration resistance gradient (a subscript, e.g. GO.15
denotes the depth of soil that G desciibes)

H Horizontal soil reaction resultant (figs. 18 and 19)

L Nominal track-ground contact length (i.e. contact length on a flat,
unyielding surface)

M Torque input at the drive sprocket

N Normal soil reaction resultant (figs. 16 and 17)

p Soil pressure

P Track pull

Pt Track towed force

RCG Track at-rest center of gravity

R Resultant of N + T (figs. 16-19)s

Rt Resultant of W + G (figs. 16-19)

s Shear strength of soil

S Track slip

T Tangential soil reaction resultant (figs. 16 and 17)

V Vertical soil reaction resultant (figs. 18 and 19)

W Vertical load on the track

Wt  Weight of track system

z Sinkage of the track

( Angle of approach of the track

xi



Annle of departure of the track

C Track attitude angle

S Tr-ack trim angle

C Soil stress

SAngle of internal friction of the soil

xii



PERFORMANCE OF SOILS UNDER TRACK LOADS

MODEL TRACK AND TEST PROGRAM

PART I: INTRODUCTION

Background

1. Useful as it. is, the wheel is not the best type of vehicle run-

ning gear for many off-road environments. As early as 1770, when Edgeworth

obtained the first patent for a tracked vehicle, the possibility was recog-

nized that better off-road vehicle performance might be achieved through a

more efficient transfer of vehicle weight to the soil than a wheel could

provide. By 1900, technology was available for developing a useful tracked

vehicle; however, interest primarily in on-road travel caused very little

effort to be directed toward improvement of off-road vehicle running gears.

World War I changed that situation. Bloody trench warfare, forced upon the

Allies largely because off-road vehicle mobility was lacking, made develop-

ment of ground-crawling armored vehicles a necessity. The British re-

sponded by producing in 1915 the first tank as we know it today.

2. Military history of the past 50 years documents the ability of

tracked vehicles to operate successfully in innumerable off-road situations

where wheeled vehicles could not go. Over the years, American industry and

ingenuity have produced countless modifications and innovations to adapt

tracked vehicles to particular military and peacetime uses (road building,

mining, mineral exploration, forestry, etc.). T.wo significant, nagging

facts remain, however. First, the soft-ground mobility of various classes

of tracked military vehicles has remained largely unchanged for a number of
1

years. Nominal unit ground pressures (i.e. vehicle weight per unit

track-contact area) have stayed in the same range for about 50 years, and

the basic form of the tank has been frozen for 25 years. Second, no test-

proven, compreLensive system for quantitatively describing in-soil track

performance exiits today. Thus, only general guidelines are available to

indicate the changes in tracked vehicle design that will produce the most

1



dramatic improvements in off-road performance.

Kno ledgo of in-soil track performance that has been incorporated

in the design of tracked vehicles has been obtained, in large part, from

in-the-field, proving-ground-type tests. Furthermore, in most instances,

the design of the vehicle has incorporated reliable, experience-proven en-

gtineering principles only insofar as the performance of the vehicle as an

independent unit is concerned. For example, the expertise is available

whereby a reliable engine can be designed and built to develop practically

any riven horsepower rating; ho-vever, only vague general knowledge exists

with regard to the horsepower required, for example, to move a ton of sup-

plies 10 miles over a low-strength soil. A large number of agencies, both

,iiitary and commercial, use proving-ground tests to determine performance

capabilities of the overall vehicle and to locate weak links among its com-

ponents, but tests of this type are useful only in the final phase in the

development of the vel *cle and, by their nature, they cannot be expected to

produce a system for predicting track performance. Even when prepared test

sites are used, circumstances often drastically limit the control of soil

conditions. And since tne vehicles received for testing already have their

dimensions, weight, weight distribution, etc., fixed, there is little op-

portunity, even over a long period of time, to develop a systematic scheme

for evaluating- the effects on performance of each of the many soil-track

parameters.

1. Therefbre, rational procedure requires that before the design or

the proving-ground stage, there must be a period in which data from system-

atic, carefully controlled tests are analyzed to develop a comprehensive,

quantitative description of the soil-track system. The U. S. Army Engineer

Waterways Experiment Station (WES) has initiated a test program for this

purpose. This report is the first in a series that will cover the test

program being conducted.

Purpose and Scope

.The primary purposes of this report are to: (a) review the

approaches that principal investigators have taken in examining the

2



soil-track system, (b) describe the test equipment and techniques being

used to study the performance of soils under tracks, and (c) outline the

long-range test program that will be followed. All parameters thought to

significantly influence the behavior of tracks in soil are defined, and a

technique is described (Appendix A) for identifying important system param-

eters with a minimum of testing.

Definitions

6. Terms in the model soil-track system used at WES and in this re-
*

port are defined below. Soil parameters in addition to those listed in c

below i-rill be used as needed. In particular, efforts are being made to

develop measuring devices, best techniques, and evaluation procedures to

describe quantitatively the conditions at a slippery soil surface and

within soil sections of nonuniform strength profiles.

a. Single-track components (fig. 1)

Road bogie or road wheel: One of the wheels located inside
the perimeter of the tread along the base or bottom of the
track. The road bogies, taken together, support all of the
vehicle weight.

Idler bogie or idler wheel: One of the wheels located inside
the perimeter of the tread, but not along the base of the
track. These bogies maintain the position of the track belt
and help keep the treads in line.

Angle-positioning bogie or wheel: On the WES model track, an
idler wheel located between the end road wheel and the
sprocket at that end. The positions of the two angle-
positioning wheels (one on either end of the trac-) can be
adjusted to provide a variety of approach and departure
angles.

Track drive sprocket: A motor-driven wheel, locoted eithier
fore or aft, with circumferential teeth that intermesh wvith
openings between adjacent track shoes to propel the track.

Track idler sprocket: A wheel, located at the end of the
track opposite the drive sprocket, that may eit}her have or
not have circumferential teeth and whose functions are to
maintain the position of the track belt and the alifw.ment of
the track tread.

Definitions agree with those in reference 2 for corresponding terms.

3
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Track pitch: The distance between adjacent drive sprocket
contact points (i.e. the distance between corresponding
points on adjacent drive sprocket teeth).

Track drive radius: The smallest distance from the center of
the drive sprocket to the outside edge of the drive sprocket;
i.e. the linear distance between the center of the sprocket
and the point between adjacent sprocket teeth nearest to the
center of the sprocket (see fig. 1).

Track-ground contact length: The length of that portion of
the track in contact with the ground surface measured along
the perimeter of the track.

Track-ground contact length, nominal (1): The length of the
track in contact with a flat, unyielding surface.

Track-ground contact width (b): The maximum width of the
contact elements of the track.

Track size: Generally described as the product "b by A,"
e.g. a 15.2- by 121.9-cm* track.

Track-ground contact area: The sum of the areas of the ele-
ments in contact with the surface. includes interruptions
due to openings within or between grousers and openings be-
tween track shoes.

Track-ground contact area, nominal (A): The product of the
nominal track-ground contact length and the track-ground con-
tact width.

Track-ground contact pressure: The vertical force (weight)
acting on the track divided by the track-ground contact area.

Track-ground contact pressure, nominal: The vertical force
(weight) acting on the track divided by the nominal track-
ground contact area.
Track frame housing or hull: The metal plates on either side
of the track that conceal and protect its inner working parts.

WES model track angle of approach (y):** The angle formed by

* A table of factors for converting metric to British and British to
metric units of measurement is given on page ix.

** For nearly all conventional tracked vehicles, no bogies are present be-
tween the foremost road bogie and the forward sprocket or between the
rearmost road bogie and the rear sprocket. Thus, angles of approach and
departure for conventional tracked vehicles usually are defIned by the
angles formed by the intersection of the track-ground contact plane with
(a) the plane tangent to the foremost road bogie and the foinrard
sprocket (ce angle) and (b) the plane tangent to the rearmos t road bogie
and rear sprocket (0 angle). If the track hull extends beyond the pe-
riphery of the track, the inclined plane that defines the upper extrem-
ity of either angle extends from the end road bogie to the farthest
point of the track hull.
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whose projections serve as grousers.

WES model track:-shoe width: The overall width of the track

WES mode& track-shoe thickness: The distance between the
inner and outer faces of the extended portions (grousers) of
the track shoe.

WES model track-shoe opening: The distance between the inner
faces of the extended portions (grousers) of a track shoe.

WES model track-shoe _h: The distance between correspond-
ing points on adjacent track shoes.

XVES model track-shoe spacing: The open distance between ad-
jacent tracl- shoes, i.e. the shortest distance between out-
side faces of adjacent track shoes.

WE'S model track belt or band: Tough, rubber-and-fabric belts
to which the track shoes are bolted. One belt is used for
track shoes 15.2 cm wide, and three for shoes either 30.5 or
61.0 cm wide.

b. Track types

Band track: A track consisting of one or more bands either
continuous or made up of shorter lengths joined together and
having a larger number of points of flexure than is required
by the normal pitch of the sprocket.

Girderized track: A track with links restrained from bowing
due to vertical soil reaction.

Live track: A track consisting of a connected series of
links, with an elastic medium in the joints, joined so that
some of the energy put into the joints during flexing is re-
gained.

Spaced-link track: A track consisting of elements designed
so that the grouser height-to-spacing ratio is intended to
achieve general soil failure between the grousers.

c. Soil strength parameters

Cone index (C): An index of soil penetration resistance,
consistency, or strength. It is the force per unit area
(kN/m2) required to move a 30-deg right circular cone of
3.23-cm2 base area through the soil normal to the soil sur-
face at a rate of 3.05 cm/sec. For most fine-grained soils,
this measurement is an average value for a specified layer of
soil several centimeters thick.

Penetration resistance gradient (G): An index of soil
strength (QN/mJ) for essentially cohesionless soils. It is
the slope of the curve of cone penetration resistance versus
depth averaged over the depth range (e.g. 0 to 15 cm) for

8



which changes in soil strength noticeably affect the per-
formance of a track.

Cohesion (c):* The shear strength of a soil at zero normal
pressure. It is represented as a parameter in the Coulomb
equation s = c + p tan ý , relating the shear strength of
a soil s to the normal pressure p

Friction angle (0):* A measure of the amount of increase in
soil shear strength s with an increase in pressure p
represented in the Coulomb equation s = c + p tan .

d. In-soil track performance

Travel ratio: Ratio of the actual to theoretical rate of
track horizontal advance. For a track powered by one drive
sprocket, the theoretical rate of horizontal advance is de-
fined as rw cos c , where r is the track drive radius,
w is the angular velocity of the drive sprocket, and c is
the angle between the bottom of the track and a horizontal
plane.

Slip jS): Unity minus the travel ratio.

Torque (M): Torque input at the drive sprocket. Torque is
related to and varies with slip (fig. 3**).

Pull (P): The component, acting horizontally in the direc-
tion of travel, of the resultant of all soil forces acting on
the track. It is considered positive when the track is per-
forming useful work, and negative when an additional force
must be applied to maintain motion. Like torque, pull is re-
lated to and varies with slip (fig. 3). Pull at any particu-
lar level of slip is denoted by a subscript specifying the
percentage of -!p, e.g. P2 0 is pull at 20 percent slip.

Self-propelled point: The point at which the pull is zero
and the torque input is just sufficient for the track to pro-
pel itself (fig. 3).
Towed force (Pt): The pull required to tow the track with
zero torque input at the drive sprocket (fig. 3).

Load (W): The vertical force applied to the track.

• A subscript usually denotes which of the several available devices was
used to obtain measurements of c and ý . For example, subscripts
t , d , b , and a refer to the triaxial shear, direct shear, beva-
meter shear, and in situ ring shear devices, respectively. (See refer-
ences 3 and 4 for detailed descriptions of the use of these and other
measurind devices.)

* Curves in fig. 3 are based largely on examination of field-test data.
Modifications may be made, depending on results obtained in laboratory
tests where more precise measurements (particularly of slip) can be
made.
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Trim angle (9): The angle between the bottom of the track
and the original soil surface.

Attitude angle (c): The angle between the bottom of the
track and a horizontal plane.

Sinka,•e (z): The depth to which the track penetrates the
soil, measured relative to the original soil surface. The
sinkage at any particular point is denoted by a subscript
specifying the location, e.g. zc is sinkage at the geornet-
ric center of the tracký.

Track belt tension: The tensile force within the track belt
that results from force- imparted to it in an outwJard direc-
tion by the track bogies and sprockets and in an inward di-
rection by the supporting medium.

Tnternal rolling resistance: Horizontal force required to
tow the track under load and with the drive chains disengaged
on a flat, level, unyielding surface.

Inherent track-system resistance: The force required to turn
the track under zero load. An indication of this force is
obtained by measuring the torque required to rotate the track
in air at the same rotational velocity used in the subsequent
test.

Dynamic soil pressure redistribution: The change in distri-
bution of soil forces that support the track caused by a
change in value of any of several track performance variables
(trim angle, drawbar pull, location cf center of gravity,
track slip, etc.).

Restraining force: In a fixed-trim-angle test, the force ap-
plied at a given point to maintain the selected trim angle.

Restraining moment for the WES model track: Determined by
multiply.ing the restraining force by the perpendicular dis-
tance between the load axle and the restraining force.

11



PAJ{T II: PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

'. A review of the literature shows that there are almost as many

different approaches to investilgating the soil-track system as there are

re•earcheers. This is not too surprising when one considers the complexity

of the interaction of rotating, slipping, geometrically complicated tracks

of variable tension and weight distribution with soils having an infinite

variety of physical properties.

8. Unfortunately, the results of studies that incorporate markedly

different techniques sometimes do not lend themselves to useful interpreta-

tion by other techniques. Still, it is useful to review the work of some

of the principal researchers to determine the main features of their ap-

proaches, some strengths and weaknesses of their methods, and general re-

sults of value to all investigators.

U. S. Army Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM) Approach

Basic relations used

9. Many of the concepts, test techniques, and methods of analysis

presently used by TACOM are based on the single basic track performance

prediction equationc 
7

P = H- (R0 + Rb) (1)

where

P = track pull

H = horizontal force, soil thrust, or gross tractive effort of a
single track

RI = resistance to track motion due to soil compaction

Rb = resistance to track motion due to soil bulldozing

Several expressions to describe each term of equation 1 have been developed

for a wide variety of particular soil-track situations. Some are simple,

while others are so complex that their solution requires an electronic com-

puter; but the basis for each can be traced to equation 1.

12



10. For a situation where the track experiences negligible sinkage

and inclination from the horizontal on level soil (the stability problem,

fig. 11), maximum thrust is computed by

11 = Ac + W tan • (2)

where

A = ground contact area of the track

c = cohesion of the soil (from Coulomb)

W = vertical load on the ti'ack due to vehicle weirght

= angle cf internal friction of the soil (from Coulomb)
To account for the additional shearing force produced by the grousers of a

track, a term H' is added to the right side of equation 2; thus

H = Ac + W tan +H' (3)

For frictional soils H' is very small, while for cohesive soils, grouser

action increases total H on the order of 10 to 15 percent.

11. The stability problem is further described as the "...load-

carrying capacity of soils.. .at the moment of the incipient soil failure of

the soil through plastic flow,"5 and the following formula for bearing ca-

pacity of a small footing (from Terzaghi 8 ) is applied to the soil-track

system:

Ws = A(cN + YzN + 1 Yb7T (4)
s c q 2

where

W = the safe load (i.e. the maximum load that area A can
withstand and remain on the ground surface)

N cNq NY = constants whose values depend on soil friction angle

(fig. 5)

Y = the unit weight of the soil

z = the initial plate sinkage at which the bearing capacity is
evaluated

b = the width (smaller dimension) of the plate

13
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For a tank operating at negligible sinkage (z - 0), the term YzIT q of equa-

tion 4 is dropped. Note that allowable safe load is increased by increas-

ing track width b , if the soil strength has a frictional component.

12. TACOM considers the "elasticity or plasticity problem" or the
"subsurface-crossing problem" to result when sufficient track sinkage oc-

curs to require that motion resistance, slippage, etc., be taken into ac-

count. Track sinkage is approximated through use of a rectangular plate

forced slowly into the soil by a uniformly distributed load. The following

equation is used to describe this relation:

-1+ k)Z (5)

where

p = unit (uniform) pressure on the plate

k = modulus of soil deformation due to cohesive ingredients of soilc

b = width (smaller dimension) of the plate

k = modulus of soil deformation due to frictional ingredients of
soil

z = sinkage of the plate under a static load

n = exponent of the soil deformation equation

Uniform sinkage of a track in frictional and cohesive soil masses is then

computed by

z + kM

Thus, for a particular track pressure p and a particular soil (i.e. a

particular set of values of kc , ký , and n), increasing track width b

causes track sinkage to increase. This effect becomes more pronounced as

soil strength decreases (i.e. as n decreases).

13. All equations developed by TACOM to describe the effects of

slippage and three types of motion resistance (soil compaction, bulldozing,

and fluid mud drag) indicate that a long, narrow track outperforms n short,

wide one. Thus, ". .. to achieve the surface crossing, the w-ridth of thie load-

ing area should be kept as large as possible, particularly in frictional
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soils .... However, once the ground is so weak or load so large that the

surface crossing must be excluded, b should be kept as small as possi-
".5

ble .... The responsibility for determining which type of operational

terrain he faces (surface or subsurface crossing) rests with the user of

the TACOM system.

Soil parameter system

14. The soil-vehicle relation in terms of load, vehicle geometry,

and soil strength and deformation parameters (including both sinkage and

slippage) is expressed at TACOM by seven soil parameters: c , , k

k , n , K1 , and K2 . These parameters are intended to describe the

strength and deformation characteristics of practically any type of soil

(or snow) in a manner comparable to the stress-strain measurement of any

other material. The lone exception is "half-fluid muds," 6 whose descrip-

tion requires two other terms, soil viscosity p and soil density p .

15. Measurements of the first seven parameters listed above are ob-

tained with a test instrument called the bevameter, which consists of two

principal devices (fig. 6): a ring shear device intended to provide meas-

urement of soil values c , , and K2 ; and at least two rigid

plates of different size used to measure kc , k• , and n . Soil reac-

tions under bevameter testing are claimed to be similar to those under

tracks.

Possible breakthroughs

16. To allow greater 1/t ratios (length of ground contact area

+ distance between track center lines) than is possible with conventional

skid steering (maximum A/t z 1.8), Bekker5,6 proposes that substantial

improvements in the overall form of a tracked vehicle can be made only by

departing from conventional practice and producing multiunit, articulated

(jointed), trainlike vehicles. A second breakthrough in tracked vehicle

design is claimed by Bekker by means of his space-link track. 6

Criticisms

17. Very little criticism can be directed toward the TACOM soil-

track system with regard to its scope. The nature of criticism most often

directed at it is rather fundamental and falls into three categories.

First, the degree to which the basic TACOM equations can be applied to the

16
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so II - .ra 'yshoten IS been quc st oned. feverni1. of' these equn Lions were

ad an 1ted Crl o ther enineigdsilns(structural. soil miccl nnicsý In-

dran I Ic s, O t . ) witih pract.i ca 1y nto mcdifticntions mande to accounit for

unique so iI-t rack linternc t.ons.

1,N ",coondi, cri ticis is Mae oi' TACOM 's attempt to ,Imul ate soil-

1.rack per t'crma nc1"e Li trough-I use of tlic bev'rameter . Maniy soil-vehicle investi-

ganto rs ccnsider' thnt this use of superposition fails, simply because the

plates and t~he shear rings of the bevameter do not provide soil reactions

sifft'iciontly simillar to those of a track. This weak~ness is compolulded by

the fact that measurements obtained with the bevameter often defy interpre-

tation by the means proposed by TACOM.9 Values of c and 10 measured

with ithe r ing shear part. of the bevamieter generally correlate poorly wi LI

corresponding mcasurcments obtained with other test instruments. Also, ex-

perience has shown thant shear-deformation curves generally do not exhibit a

rapId decay af-ter manx~inum strength is attained, so that values of K a nd

KO no longer are measured in routine t~est~s. Fas~ic di fficulties arise with

rega'-rd to the plaite penetration part of the bevameter. since the pressure-

si~nage curves simply dIo not exhibit a straigh,1t-line loga-,rithmice shape for

a wide variety of' woils. and the two or more plates oftenl produce sgii

cant ly different curve shapes. TACOM recognizes these problems and hans

developed a computer pro.gram thni attempts to minimizec their in fluence in

determining the characteri stic values o f 'K C I a'nd n1

Ik?. llita third and most general Qtye of criticism of the TPACOM soil-

track prediction system :is that general ly few actual, test Oat are shownh to

demonstrate to what detrrec the system worlks . Certainly. the compl~exity of'

the Pckker cctuatic's :tmni s consiherabl a insight into the soil-track sys-

torn, and TAWC elanims that. these equations describe soil-trck behavior not

only in detail . but also with considerable accu~rac-y. Detractors of t~he

ITACM system contend that the grandiose equations are based lar~gel-y on re-

lations developed in other disciplines to describe interactions only gener-

Sll sMilR= to those of the soil-track system. that moidifications to adapt

these cquations to the soil-track system were mande maninl-y in des'k-study

ct erntions, and that applicability of the TACOM sy-stem remains t~o be dlemon-

s tnAtd . Asa caose in point, Dr . A. N . Reece concluded after a year of
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work at TACOM (where fie did mobility research while on abb tiAl leave

from the University of Newcastle, England) , "P~ekkeris, systteml is not a sci-

entific theory, but nn hly.pothesis.

Con cluion51

20. Th TACOM system for descri~bing soil -track Interactions is" the

mo st comipreh ensive avai labie today. Whiile it. is not fully vai. ida -ted b~y

test results, it contains many relations that, if' correct. can,! serve as

,guideposts in other soil-track% invest~i..ations.

The Perloff ApproncIh

21. IFnput data required by Perle ff 's soft- sil ::biIity model 10~.1l

pertain t~o:

a. TPank design variables

(1) Tank weight

(2) Location of the, center of gravit.y

()Length of the base of the track in contacet wihthe
ground

A~ ) Ani.,e between the base and forwanrd. inclined 1xvrtion of
the track

(')Undercar-riag~e clearaince

(e \nl~iies of a~~u velocity oni a rligi7d ZsurtfIce fc". \nri-
ens sur face inol~inaitions

(*)Track width

b. SoilI properties at the .-rid pcint :in question

(1) Ground. surface inciinat~ion

(2) .Cohesive comnionent of rzoil si n~

(3 ) Anglýe of sheanring., reri stanoc

0i) Daita points from the pressure-s inthgo.- re-aient fe t.o:
soil

(q) Data points from th,,e expressicin -- sea tress-
dislneaceent. reantion for the. soilfro di rcot shcnr
test results

Wo) Thickness oF the direct. ,hear test. specimen

2". Whil~e Perloff lists Mohr-Coulomb failure raaees.c ai i

and a shear str~ess-di spl acement relation ( romý- a direct, n~erts.' s



part of the required soil property ,ata, he provides no directions with re-

spect to how these soil value inputs should be obtained. Perloff uses

pressure-sinkage relations for various Foils of the general shape he has

obtained "trom model studies. However, he notes for requirement b(1) above

that "No generally accepted method Vor extrapolation of pressure-sinkage

data for small scale models to prototype vehicles is currently available

... ", and that "No mathematical expressions for this [pressure-sinkage] re-

lationship which are suitable for this study are currently available. "lO

23. Pcrloff's analysis considers, in a two-dimensional framework,

the force system in which a tracked vehicle operates as described by the

mechnnical equations of equilibrium. His soil-tank model contains at least

two iterative procedures of such length and complexity as to require solu-

tion either by graphic means or by electronic computer. The iterative pro-

cedures are outlined to: (a) determine the location of the center of the

mass of soil failed and pushed out of the way (i.e. bulldozed) by the tank

when the mass involved is described by a circular failure surface (fig. 7),

and (b) determine the sinkage and inclination of the tank based on extrapo-

lation of a model pressure-sinkage relation to the soil-tank system. The

equilibrium equations involved in these iterative procedures are nonlinear,

and it is not obvious that the algorithm will converge to unique values of

center of failed soil mass and tank sinkage and inclination.

24. Perloff analyzes the effect of track slip on vehicle mobility

first in terms of its relation to the development of soil shear strength

(and subsequent vehicle thrust). In this connection, he proposes a tech-

nique to describe soil displacement at every point underneath the track,

and assumes this distribution can be expressed in terms of unit shearing

stress if the stress-strain relation for the soil is known. Next. he inte-

grates the shear stress distribution (expressed as a function of slip)

along the length of the track to obtain the total tractive effort.

25. Perloff considers that track slip substantially increases track

sinkage and inclination only after it produces a distortion of the soil

that exceeds the soil's "separation distortion." For this condition

... actual soil removal occurs [underneath the rear por-
tion of the track], the change in inclination will
cause even greater thrust to be required, which will

20
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b. FAILURE MASS OF SOIL

Fig. 7. Perloff representation of soil mass failedi by tank bulldo,;ing7
action
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involve more slip, and therefore, more soil removal.
Hence, soil removal must lead to an ever deteriorating
situ'at:ion tuntil the rear end sinkage of the tank equals
the clnar-nce, and the tank becomes 'hung-up'. The

.oanitudc eL slip Vi'e which this condition occurs de-
pends upon the soil characteristics. However, for most
n:itural lvy cccu'r inc soils, the slip required is probably
.,u-eater than that for mnaximum tractive effort.. .10

"2 " .'inn.ly. Perl!,!'" de':ines two "mobility characteristics." The

i'ir st, :. nonityv ctor i, is the ratio of tractive force required to

,lun'I ni:Itiat&e o:" main,.ta ::InitIon T to the maximum tractive force avail-
req

•,Te 'i-s T Ietermined by 2ettinr, the stun of forces acting on

the bae o' 'Ct track eqUal to zcro and solving for the thrust required in

t, 'mn o� 0�"Innput o,01 "n tank pnrn•metei% (after the sinkat-e and inclination

.,e cc,,, Jter½!ni ned). T is determined as described in paragraph 21 .
oi ,. y f'actor, m0ximum velocity in soft, soil, requires as in-

put data tl;hie maximnma velocity on Ihard pavement as a function of slope.

'!"is v:111c In then transformed to in-soil maximum velocity at that slope by

,in •ilteration involving7 track slip.

27. ,any rimplifyin•; assumptions were required in developirg the

larft model, and he concludes, "Although it is believed that the analysis

ea(Is to results which ore reasonable, and which will serve to distinguish

th:e ::mobility chiracteristics of tank design candidates, there is not yet
-iny cý:- I "10

any experimental verification of its predictive capability." Since no

tnt da�ta] "!%c been examined by means of Perloff's approach, the principles

,et forthi therein can only be considered as hypotheses at this time.

WES Trafficability Method

28. The WS technique for predicting tracked vehicle mobility1 2 is

-osed jn empirical relations developed from hundreds of vehicle field tests.

('or-ei-t.In ha-is been established between mobility index, defined solely in

t o' t>•e characteristics of the vehicle, and vehicle cone index, which

:n-the-field vehiicle performance. Since mobility index values

:rWe been )eteriine'1. fAr %,irtually all conventional military tracked vehi-

* e en. th.e > t'a -:'aicaf ilit:.' method is operable on a very broad scale today.
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Two formulas for mobility index, one for the towed and one for the self-

propelled condition, are presented in Appendix B. Vehicle cone index is de-

fined for the self-propelled conditions as the "...index assigned to a

given vehicle that indicates the minimum soil strength in terms of rating

cone index required for 40 to 50 passes of the vehicle." Mobility index of

a vehicle is related to the vehicle cone index by the relation shown in

fig. 8.

29. Rating cone index is the product obtained by multiplying two

measurements: (a) cone index, obtained with the cone penetrometer, and

(b) remolding index, the ratio of remolded soil strength to original

strength. Rating cone index is measured in the so-called critical layer of

soil, i.e. that considered to have most influence on a vehicle's mobility.

The depth of this critical layer varies with weight and type of vehicle and

the soil profile, but it is generally the layer lying approximately 15 to

30 cm below the surface.

30. Rating cone index equal to 50 percent of the vehicle cone index

usually is adequate to permit one or two straight-line passes of a vehicle.

Also, a recent study has developed relations that allow one-pass, straight-

line trafficability to be predicted on the basis of the value of a vehicle

cone index determined in a manner slightly different from the one for 40-

to 50-pass performance.
1 3

31. Single-pass, towed, tracked vehicle performance is expressed as

a function of rating cone index in fig. 9. In fig. 10, maximum tractive

effort, i.e. the maximum continuous tow.ring force or pull a vehicle can ex-

ert expressed as a ratio or percentage of its own weight, is expressed as a

function of the difference between rating cone index in the critical layer

and vehicle cone index for self-propelled tracked vehicles. Though trac-

tive effort and maximum slope climbable (both expressed as percents) are

not precisely equal, fig. 10 can be used also to obtain an estimate of max-

imllm slope climbable.

32. The WES trafficability method., developed almost entirely by em-

pirical means, lacks some of the definitive features, i.e. detailed explana-

tions of just how a soil-track interaction is produced, that are usually

found in a model based primarily on theoretical considerations. Generally,
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in-the-field, full-scale testing and empirical analysis lead to predictions

of gross, overall results and allow little opportunity to examine systemat-

ically and in detail the effects on performance of individual soil-track

parameters. The major accomplishment of the WES trafficability method is

that it has proved workable in describing and cataloging overall tracked

vehicle performance for a very broad range of soil-track conditions. As a

minimum, this method serves a very useful purpose in this application; fur-

thermore, it provides information that can be used in a more detailed, sys-

tematic study of the soil-track system.

Other Investigations

33. The very large number of parameters required to describe the

soil-track system completely has fostered studies of a very large number of

soil-track subsystems in addition to studies of the soil-track system as a

wh1ole. Many investigators, in addition to those previously mentioned, have

examined these systems with varying degrees of success. It is somewhat dis-

couraging to find that independent testing has led to quite different con-

clusions with respect to the influence on performance of several track pa-

rameters, e.g. location of track center of gravity,l14,5,16 track tension

and pressure distribution,16,17 track-shoe geometry, 6,1618,19,20 and road-

wheel size and spacing. 621,22 Differences in test setups, particularly

with regard to soil conditions, probably contributed greatly to this con-

fusing situation.

311. In addition to conflicting results from physical testing, there

also are conflicting concepts with regard to how a track operates in soil.

Probably no better example of this can be found than the opposing points of

view of Bekker 7 and Reece1 8 with respect to track slip and excavation.

Bekker contends that, for a track operating at a constant positive slip,

horizontal soil distortion (and sinkage) accumulates linearly from track

front to rear, causing the track to assume a tail-do,.n trim angle. For

this same situation, Reece says that a track grouser, after entering the

soil, slips a distance equal to slip times track link pitch before the next

r-rouser enters; each successive grouser acts in the samc manner, excavates
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the same amount of soil, and then moves it from front to rear. Thus, Reece

contends that all excavation is concentrated at the front of the track.

Neither Bekker nor Reece offers quantitative test data to support his hy-

pothesis, in part because track sinkage depends not only on excavation but

also on other factors, such as vertical loading and slip.

35. Perhaps Nuttall1 summarizes best the overall results of track

studies to date in observing that

... the soil mechanics of tracks is fragnented by lack
of an accepted, validated soil value system.... At
the moment, precision of quantitative predictions of
tracked vehicle performance is quite low, particularly
in critical situations where sinkage and slip are high
and bellying incipient .... Available first-order ana-
lytical methods for calculating the performance of
tracked vehicles...show that...simple nominal unit
ground pressure...overwhelmingly controls the basic
level of performance of practical vehicles.

Generally, those elements in prediction equations for tracks that do not

relate directly to a description of nominal ground pressure

... reflect the less-than-ideal pressure distribution
which occurs under a track, but irn practice these have
but small influence upon the calculatiors of ultimate
go, no-go soil limits.

Nuttall shares Bekker's view that articulation (jointing) between different

units of a tracked vehicle train represents a good opportunity for a break-

through in tracked vehicle design, since articulation breaks the steering

barrier.

36. Nuttall proposes that the most useful approach to the analysis

of the soil-track system should involve dimensional reasoning because, al-

though a dimensional analysis is incomplete, it demands the same degree of

basic understanding of the phenomenon under study as any more complete

analysis of cqual validity and refinement. The measurable properties of

the overall soil-vehicle system used in formulating the one must be identi-

cal with those used in the other. Nuttall reasons that

.dimensionally oriented experimentation, exploiting
scale change as a major controllable variable, can be a
particularly powerful means to study the validity both
of general soil-vehicle concepts and of proposed soil-
value systems, If the validity of a dimensional analy-
sis cannot be satisfactorily and widely demznnstratcd,
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neither can that of any more formal analysis starting
from the same premises.

Thus, dimensional analysis is particularly attractive for use in analyzing

systems like the soil-track system, in which complex interactions take

place that are definable only oy some rather imprecise prior knowledge of

the predominant forces, dim' isions, and time-dependent variables involved.
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PART III: THE WES MODEL TRACK AND TEST ARRANGEMENTS

Laboratory Model Track

37. The test program described herein is being conducted in the same

facilities used for the WES study of the performance of soils under tire

loads.4 The laboratory model track was fabricated by WNRE, Inc., follow-

ing a cooperative design effort by WIPE, Inc., and the WES. It is a fairly

large-scale (about one-third to one-half the size of most conventional

tracks), single-track system designed for use in a dynamometer carriage-

soil bin arrangement. The track is large enough to keep manageable those

problems sometimes encountered in scaling test results from model to proto-

type. Just as important, the track system is extremely versatile. For ex-

ample, some of the adjustments that can be made in geometric features of

the track are shown in fig. 11. This versatility is essential for a de-

tailed examination of th2 soil-track system, since soil-track interactions

and resultant track performance depend to varying degrees on a very large

number of parameters. Control of the model track variables that are con-

sidered to have a reasonable chance of significantly influencing straight-

line performance in soil is discussed in the following paragraphs.

Location of at-rest
center of gravity (RCG)

38. Load to the track is applied through nn axle that can be moved

horizontally in 5.1-cm increments to a miximum of 61.0 cm to the front and

45.7 cm to the rear of the geometric center of the long track (fig. lla),

and 30.5 cm to the front or 15.2 cm to the rear of the geometric center of

the short track (fig. llb); no adjustment is porovided for moving the verti-

cal position of the load axle. The periphery of the track is nearly sym-

metric about its vertical center line, but the drive-end half of the track

is hearier because of the additional weight of eqaipment associated with

the drive sprocket. The main body of the track (excluding motor assemblies,

load cell to motor adapters, deadweights, stop load and deadweight brackets,

and track belts and shoes) can be swng in air from three widely separated

locations on the track so that the intersection of plumb lines dropped

from those three points defines that body's RCG. Eaoh component of the
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track stripped from the main body can be weighed and the location of its

RCG determined relative to a reference point on the track hull, thius allow-

ing determination of the location of the overall track's RCG by means of

simple moment equations.

39. The horizontal location of the RCG for any particular track size

can be moved to any of a wide range of positions by changing the magnitude

and/or location of (a) load applied through the load axle and (b) load ap-

plied by deadweights or other means at any point away from the load axle.

Except for extreme cases, these changes influence the vertical location of

the RCG only slightly.

40. The location of the dynamic center of gravity (DCG), i.e. the

point through which all forces in the soil-track system can be considered

to act, almost certainly has more influence on track performance than that

of the RCG. However, the location and direction of soil forces developed

by track action change as a function of track slip, track trim angle, mcde

of soil failure, etc.; such changes can be only roughly approximated at the

present state-of-the-art. Since the DCG is, in fact, a dependent parameter,

the RCG, an independent parameter, is used for test control purposes.

Track-ground contact width
and length, nominal (b and e)

41. Three track widths (15.2, 30.5, and 61.0 cm) at each of two hard-

surface track-ground contact lengths (61.0 and 121.9 cm) can be achieved

with the presently available tracks and track frame housings. The in-soil

contact length can be determined from the 3cno-m shape of the track periph-

ery and the inclination and sinkage of the track, -vic! are recorded con-

tinuously during a test. Since track-ground surface contact length is a

dependent parameter, track-ground contact length on a hard surface, an in-

dependent parameter, is used for test control.

Angle of approach and
angle of departure (l and S)

42. The periphery of the track between the end road bogie and the

track sprocket (at either the front or rear of the track) consists primar-

ily of two straight lines. At either end, the primary adjustment of tVe in-

clination of these lines to the horizontal is made by securing the mounting
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pin of the angle-positioning bogie in one of the four holes in the mount-

ing brackets on eithler side of the track housing (fig. ii). The incli-

nation of the lower line is also influenced by the vertical position of the

end road bofnies, which position changes as a function of applied load and

bogie pressure level; maximum travel of each road bogie is 10 cm. Finally,

the idler (but not the drive) sprocket can be moved through an arc deter-

mined by a pivot point and the extension of a regulated hydraulic jack

(fig. 11), thus influencing the inclination of the upper line at the idler

sprocket end of the track. Possible values of the angle to the horizontal

of the lower inclined line range from 21.5 to 33.0 deg with the end bogie

tully extended, and from 5.5 to 18.5 deg with it fully depressed. Angles

to the horizontal of the upper inclined line range from 30.5 to 39.0 deg at

tihe drive sprocket end of the track; at the idler sprocket end, they range

from 3h.O to 46.0 deg with the angle-positioning bogie in its outermost po-

sition, and from 28.0 to 37.5 deg with it in its innermost position (ranges

of these values are produced by different extensions of the hydraulic jack).

Until track sinkage exceeds the vertical height of the positioning bogie,

only the lower angle influences track performance; after this sinkage is

exceeded, both the lower and upper angles influence performance. For con-

trol purposes, only the lower angle at either end of the track is specified

(approach angle cy , and departure angle B).

Track-belL Lension

43. Tensile force within the track belt is difficult to measure di-

rectly. The stretching, contracting, flexing, etc., of the rubber-and-

fabric track belt make it quite difficult to implant, maintain, and obtain

accurate measurements from small force-measuring devices (strain gage cells,

etc.) within the body of the track belt. For control purposes in routine

tests, the relative tightness of the track is indicated by a regulated hy-

draulic jack that exerts outward pressure on the idler sprocket. The pres-

sure level of the cylinder is continuously recorded during the course of a

test and provides an indication of the force applied through the idler

sprocket to the track belt and, hence, an index of track-belt tension at

the idler sprocket. An estimate of the tensile force within the track

belt(s) in the vicinity of the idler sprocket can be obtained from a
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free-body diagram (fig. 12). Force exerted is equal to hydraulic jack

pressure P times inner chamber cross-section area A . Pressure range

is 0-20,700 kN/m2, and inner chamber area is 7.9 cm2

PH :IPA cos a - (X1 + X2 sin b) 0

EFv+ : PA sin a - X2 cos b = 0

X =PA sin a
2 cos- b

X = PA [cos a - (sin a) (tan b)]

11

Fig. 12. Force at track idler
sprocket

Track-shoe spacing,
height, and thickness (fig. 2)

44. Spacing between adjacent track shoes is increased by removing

one or more shoes between each successive pair left in place. With all

shoes in place, track-shoe spacing is 3.0 rcm. Three sets of 15.2-cm-wide

track shoes arc on hand, with heights of 1.3, 2.5, and 5.1 cm. The 30.5-

and 61.0-cm-wide track shoes all have the same height (2.5 cm). All track

shoes are 0.32 cm thick. For each track width, a set of shoes is on hand

with track-shoe opening equal to 7.7 cm. Available also are two additional
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2~ ~ ~~~L Y~ -(! :u5w~i.1- and &ý.2-cm shoe openings, respectively.

* Oe SA e'. :eriit( Cill~rScan be bolted inside each other to build

-.ack!R ues , each onmposi te shoe consi sting of either two

* L.t'he miVni I able t rack, ILL'nme huigthe front and rear

.<~e>~ 0 ''!.,.0 or .121.9 cm aniart. At mi,,nimum spacing, adjacent

t these entisare 20.3 cm apart. Spacing within the

2! . -cm tii (-,,in be do(ubled by removing every other road wheel, starting

-on ýee 0gcc u ct!.er enid. 2ýincc nn odd numiber of road-wheel spacings is

iwO he it '~ c ½.0-cm lengrth, it is not practical, to increase the-

2:I . m20. cm!:. Only one sinec of road wheel, 17. 8 -cm diameter, is

-Iivtilable. Othe r sines, will be used at a l~ater date.

_resiure in road bo-
-le, andL its. distribution

()ne 10.-em.-diam positive-load pneumatic cylinder per road wh-eel

amol i c s an outw.-ardly directed force of 8.1 D! for each Nm 2 gage pressure.

jai u.m ;able pressure In the road bogies is approxi-mately 620 klý1/m 2

DnenC n~Um.2tic units are individually regulated and instrumented to pro-

-!i-le a o.(ntinuous record of pressure througi,,out a test.

Drive 'snrecket

Y7. The iK model, track is chain driven by a 106.5-cia-track-drive-

radiu.i nookothc capable of o-oerating, either clockwý.,ise or counter-

clckis.Thiu>, the, modrel track can be tested equally well ams a rear-

drive or a. i'ront-drive unit.

N re -frmetrim anngle

(8 . Thoug_,h generally considered a dependent variable, track-frame

trm ng-le can be treated as an independent variable if it is maintained

co(n.-tant at a orescribedl level by a (dependent) restraining force. (The
'i~ed-ri~-anletest mode is described in paragraphls 687. hevle

track-blt rim angle and track-frame trim angle match only if the dis-

tanr bet-weecn caich road wheel, and the track framae is maintained at a single
*~~~~~ ~~ ac.tews. hs nlsdifra uction of the magnitude and

.:triutono'L test loadl, pre-cssure in the road. bog,,ies, and soil. strength.



The model track can be tested at values of track-frame trim angle from zero

to about 30 deg.

Other track dimensions

49. Several important track perform•nce parameters almost certainly

are related to linear track dimensions. For example, torque depends on

track drive radius, and sinkage very likely depends on one or more track

dimensions. External forces transmitted to the track, e.g. the force gen-

crated by a bulldozer blade pushing soil or by a vehicle being towed by

the track, must be described in terms of magnitude, position, and inclina-

tion. Possibly, the effect of such forces can be described by their influ-

ence on the position of the track's center of gravity (CG), wh.ich positicn

requires two linear track dimensions for its description. In any case, nny

number of linear track dimensions or functions thereof are subject to beinrg

used to describe track performance.

Test Facilities and Fquipment

WES model track assembly

50. The model track assembly was designed for testinfr in t::e z-a:-,e

facilities used previously for tests on tires. MIaLjor !omponnt:: .< th'_

assembly are specified in the following tabulation:

:!t!-t::"-- 7:- V

- . .or .- -.: . 'C

~~~.. . .. " - o•".. . . . . . . .

z [•. • "C - .. .

51. The model track can be tested in either of two dynamoo, ter

carriage-soil bin arrangements. A description of each test system follows.
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Fnter,.e, dinte-scale test
c-ivrim-,e and soil test bins

,c. The carriage is r.upported by solid, rubber-tired rollers that

ride un a pair of accurately aligned and leveled overhead rails that are,

in turn, suspended from colunns and cantilevered crossarms. The carriage

in towed by an endless cable that is fastened fore and aft to the carriage,

passes over pulleys near the ends of the test building, and is driven by

n::enves mounted on a platform above the overhead rails. The towing cable

in positioned above the center line of the test lane that is formed by join-

in.f m-,ivbIe :-oil bins (0.31 by 1.63 by 8.23 m) end to end. For tests of

tx.e -odel track, the speed of the cable can be varied continuously from

zer-L t abeut 0..*2 V-sec. The transverse position of the track carriage can-

n" 'e c•n:ed. :,o tests can be conducted only along the longitudinal cen-

t.Žr 7ne (f th-e test bins.

t.3. The ..odel track- is mounted in the carriage by securing the outer

end: ,•, nn %•:e assembly (whose inner ends attach to the track frame hour-

":ý-' :.tc -,cc-etn 1,catel between the inner and outer walls of the sides of

carrian!e (fig. 13). Within each of these sockets, a 17.8-

-::;-.•v-,it:.t. t.;:-ccnpmpnent dymamometer measures both the vertical force

"- ) Un-. .te horizontal :orce (drawbar pull) imparted to it by the model

tf-c-:. L'al can be apnlied tc the track either by the addition of dead-

we;:ei0"s tor by e -:,.t 20.3-cm-diam, single-acting, pneumatic cylinders set in

I•rz ?,one Duritive and one negative load or lift) at the front and rear of

en.--:- !e ." the test carriage. Under zero pressure to the cylinders, the

weir.-t c*f the track: is independent of the weight of the carriage and con-

sdsts : t.,e track and axle assemblies. Maximum usable test load (approxi-

mately 3*. kN) is limited not by the capacity of the cylinders, but by the

gtructural capacity of other components of the track system (roller wheels,

etc'.). 7he sensitivity of the loading system allows tests to be conducted

at very lig i.ht loads (to about 1.5 kN or smaller). Air storage tanks pro-

uviec a reserve air supply to compensate for movement of the loading cylin-

ders caused by sinkage of the track.

. Anm electric motor atop the carriage drives a hydraulic pump that

sends oil from a reservoir to each of two 20-hp synchronized hydraulic
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- .. .. , .c e , t[,e trc% anit rithin the axle assemb:.v.

., ' t C :. I-i�r.' " U :C ,i'•::"'e're,rt to the drive sprocket by

" t"': '":" v. TI ' r1trio dc l'vpe, t :t the rear sprun'cket is mieas-uted

. -, * ':u ::el<',,"f ._ y 7 r.'--khr c_'-tpacit'. i. 'ree vertical movement of the

I:,.L:: i by ccIumrn-and-rol le r "sse-mbly trounted on each side of'

'i--SOt v iotcanl t:::'onen t' thec track i.-. mensured by linear

PI ,e lk o-te!d at the lnd axle and -it a point near the rear of the

t .. '[.he list!ineo between th'ese points is I.noirni, and continuous record-

L2'Iý kre made (•, vertical positions of the two points so that track trim

)nt-Ie e,-n be computed Vr,* any., instant during the course of a test. De Clec-

t:U•. Cl" o!ea r'al boc... is measured by a linear potentiometer mounted along-

.[c t: o boe.•ie. nd th-e -air pressiu'e level of each road-bogie pneumatic

0' is :c %Ltered by a regulator o' •il~l-kii/m 2 capacity (fig. 13a).
""The primary advantat-e of' the intermaediate-scale arrangement is

,tn utility Iln testingý the model track under light loads; however, the sys-

te,. ha'is two serious drawbacks: (a) The cross-sectional size of the soil

bins L. small relative to the size of some of the tracks, the 61.0-ca-wide

trac! in particular: thus, test results triirht be influenced to some degree

:-.ln'au'n[ar-y cond'itions imposed by the bins. (b) Probably even more serious,

the clea:rance between t-e top of the track< and the carriage tow. cable is

Just !,- cm wh*en the tracek is level at .ero sinkarge. To prevent the top of

...e t'--ack f'rom striking the cable during the course of a test, two re-

t•.r.•nts were constructed, one on each side of the front of the test car-

.'i•-c ,/fig. 13a). Tho load cells were mounted on arms built on each side

ti:e track to engage these restr'aints just prior to cable-track impact.

L:-, construction eliminates the collison problem, but alters the soil-

ta.c.kr ::?. in that the maximum in-soil trim angle of the track is limited

Y.- .bcut I'[ec. and the DCG of the track is changed by the Corce of strik-

Ii t 1:.c restraints.

S-.al- e test ,ae ar-
' 'd sl! test pit

7ccaune o' thle a.nwlnra-s listed in pnra-raph 55, tie model track

rwl %crt suite . t( testinac in the `--.:S largre-scale <dynamometer test car-

." o. Tis cnrr*-i-e rides on two stan-iari1-size, railroad-type rails that



are accurately leveled and spaced 3,56 m apart (fU-i. I)!). vlach rail is set

in concrete at ground level at a distance of 15 cm outside the vertical

side walls of the test pit nver which the carriafre travels. The pit is

concrete-lined, is 5b.9 m long and 3.5' m wide, and slopes from 1.83 m deep

5.h8 rn from one end, to 1.93 m deep 6.)40 m from the oher end. A 3.0ý-:-

long' service platform is located within the W.40-m end of the nit and the

5.18--m end is inclined at 3:1 slope to allow,, entrance and exit of larme

test vehicles or other equipment. Eachn whieel of the test carriagfe is

driven by a 7-1 '/-hp d-c electric motor: and all four mcltors are powered by

a generator located near the rear of th~e test Frame on -.,which the dynamom-

eter carriage rides (fig. 14b). For tests with the model track, the speed

of the dynamometer carriage and test frame can be varied continuously from

zero to about 0.6 m/sec. The test carriage and the track within it can be

moved transversely 33 cm to either side of the center line, so tests can be

conducted on more than one traffic lane when appropriate.

57. The track and inner frame of the test carriage assembly are sus-

pended from the outer frame at two hinges (one on each side of the test

carriage) that are strain gaged to measure force (fig. 15). The iunner

frame is restrained from turning about the hinges by two load cells (one on

each side of the test carriage), each cell mounted horizontally between one

point on the inner frame and another on the outer frame, such that the load

cell causes the inner frame to be aligned vertically. Four 25-cm-diam pneu-

matic cylinders (three lift and one load) react between the inner frame and

the rigid floor of the carriage bed to control the net vertical load actu-

ally applied to the strain-gaged hinges. Deadweight of the entire inner

frame (excluding the track) is approximately 49 kd'. The capacity of the

hinged strain gages is 44.5 k•I each, and that of the horizontally mounted

load cells is 22.2 kN each. To allow the large-scale test system to apply

the maximum design load (27 RIN) to the track, the seven low.-capacity (414

RN/rn 2) air pressure regulators for the road bogies %-ere replaced with fast-

acting, solenoid-operated ones of 1380-kN/im2 capacity each. The outer

frame (and the inner frame with it) moves vertically within guides on each

side of the carriage as a function of (a) pressure within the load and lift

-pneumatic cylinders and (b) sinkage of the track in soil. Dra%,71-ar pull and
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k, t view.. of 3O5c~by 121.9-cm track mounted in large-scale
test carriage

Roar vi;; test!ra~.e .ndon-oRard spporKequpmen

P IZ-.~ oe rcki agesaetstcrig



OUrER HINGE (SrRAIN GAGED ro

FRAME MEASURE VERTICAL FORCE)

INNER FRA ME

lEN/CA MMBE-/LOAD CELL A
VErTICAL gMEMBR) . • (HINGED ATr

(WITH GUIDES ACH END)

gI EUNEMATICwD-C"PNI~DYNA MOME TEN

FIXED, RIGID .LOOR
OF CARRIAGE BED

ýýMODEL TRACK

Fig. 15. Force-measuring systers for the model track mounted
in the large-scale test carriage

load can be measured by the horizontally mounted load cells and the strain-

gaged hinges, respectively, or by the two 17.8-kd-capacity, two-component

dynamometers of the track axle assembly. Thus, two completely independent

systems are available for measuring pull and load when the track is tested

in the large-scale test carriage.

Techniques applica-

ble to both test systems

58. Except as noted previously, the intermediate-scale and larr-e-

scale test arrangements are similar. In both facilities, tests are ccr-

ducted primarily in two types of soils: (a) nearly saturated fine-grained

clays and silts and (b) air-dry coarse-grained sands. Procedures for proc-

essing these soils in the test bins are described in reference 4: corre-

sponding procedures are carried out on a somew..hat larger scale in the test

pits. In both facilities, the model track can be instrumented toc provide

two continuous recordings of each of the folPowing variables: load. torcue,

pull, sinkage at the load point, sinkarge at a point near the rear of the

track, deflection cf each of the read bogies, pressure in the road bogies,

track tension, track speed, and carriage speed. Records are printed in

both nuieral form by an on-line digital cemputer and trace form by
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. nuel uoscAl1.ogn.phs. Rduotion ot' test data is routinely accom-

1 ,11-. i 11 mui-j .mputpter operations, [nce this requires considerably less

.,"•i :.:.tn •.W r in i s nec.ed to extract Llie data Crom oscillograph 1'.-

... I. . The ,os,1.lo,_'aph recordings are used both in a backup role (i.e.

* vi•:',[ t eho :4' oll tile accuracy ot' the digital. readings) and f"or visual

• .... s 'r eaA test is run to determine wheither all systems were operat-

L.:- pr'mper.-v nill tie t,,st Lppoars to be a valid one. A comprehensive and
•, - rp•escnfet.ion of the in-sail track per-formance can be obtained

.:., 'ding oat the variables.
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Some Considerations Pertinent to Testing: 2in "le ''raclrs

Traci-, versus wheel

hi9. A sinle wlheel can be ,ibstracted to, an elementary running ,ear

that can be studied independently of a vehicle. A sinlf1e track.. however,

exaibits actionfs closely related to( thýe velicl.e -!s a wle. T:us, study oC'

such v, riablees as (lyramic soil. pres-,mie redistribution (whicl corresponds

to d-mamic wei.Wit transfer of w.:;celcd vcihic!len;) ,,nd tri. cns).e (which cor-

responds to differential sink.age of' front amd rear whieels o f a w.h}:eeled ve-

hicle) must be considered an intefgral part of a soil-track test promram.

Location Of cemter of ý7ravity

0 . Also. in contrast to wheels, whose CG is slways at the axle,>X

the :iK model trac- can have its RCG moved w..ithin considerable limits as a

function of location of the load axle, the magnitude of load acting, at th:e

axJ.e, the magnitude andl lccation of deadweights, and, to a lesser extent,

track width and length and the position of the idler sprockei. wheel. More

imoortant to track performance than the RCG, however, is the DCG, i.e. the

point where all force vectors acting on the track during a test intersect.

The forces are:

a. The resultant of the interface forces.

b. The gravity forces of the track.

c. The load.

d. The draw.;bar pull.

For a particular t.!ack operating at a particular slip value on a soil of

given strength, locaticn of the DCG is a test-dependent variable affected

primarily by track trim angle, dynaimic pressure redistribution, and draw-..-
bar pull. To obtain at least a qualitative insight into this multiple in-

terdependence, consider the free-body diagram cof the WilS model soil-tracl-"

system in a simplified ease. i.e. .. itho+cut soil reactions at tile front and

rear soil-track interfaces. The track- withl load axle moun'.ted ahead of andJ

SSmnll differences due to ti", deflection can be neglected.
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Ieo' tihe liCG is showm in fig. 16, where

*'.' c load at the load point (LP)
w.eigiht o0 tile track system

:% esultant o" W + i'

* ,mrr::L soil reaction resultant

tnngent•lal soil reaction resultant

resultnnt of' N + T

;.:e e0:1. ibrium eý:uat~lons are:

x- Td - W'(a cos 0 + c sin 0) 0 (7)

P + N sin e - T cos a = 0 (8)

W + W' - N cos 8 - T sin 8 = 0 (9)

.- r a purely frictional soil (c 0), the force T can be expressed as a

":'unction of the normal force N

T = XN (< tan ) (10)

whlere i is a soil-condition constant. Equation 10 shows that the track

can utilize up to the maximum possible amount of frictional force available
rupture patterns at the soil-track interface. If X is assumed to be

in tependent of the trim angle 9 , incorporation of equation 10 with equa-

tions 7-9 can lead to an expression for x in terms of properties of the

n.. le, track and soil property X

Nx - Td - W'(a cos 9 + c sin 0) = 0 (From equation 7)

"rearranrin;-:

:'causc of the construction of the WES track, the load axle is always
-..-htly below the ReG.

44,



Pt =w+W'

w

DCG

c.SMALL TRIM ANGLE e

t

b. LARGE TRIM ANGLE e

Fig. 16. F'ree-body diagra~n of the WIES mc~dol track in soi I



x Tda W'a(cos )+ W'c(sin e) (11)
N

T -= XN (From equation 10)

CC

X Xd + W'a(cos 9) + W'c(sin e) (12)N

N ='I + W' - T sin ) f
cos @8 (From equation 9)

I: = W + W' - XN sin
cose

>" renrrni~finrw:

i1 cos 8 + XN sin 8 = W + W'

W + W' (13)
N X sin e + cos (

Substituting equation 13 into equation 12 yields:

Vji + (7',"'a cos e) (X si' + Cos + (W'c sin () sin + cos
W + W' W + W'

cr

. '"'(X sin 9 cos 8 + cos 2 e)W + si 2 + sin e cos e) (14)

'* ~The chan-es in the position of the DCG with 0 can be seen by

ccr.p..rinr figs. 16a and 16b. More important, however, is the variation of
t.:e point of app]ication of the resultant R , characterized by the dis-

tance x E1uatin i4 show.s that x varies with a in a complex fash-

'on. 1 X = O. is assumed, the two terms in parentheses take values as
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_ First Term Second Term

0 i.000 0.000
5 1.035 0.091

10 1.055 o.i8&
15 1.058 0.283
20 1.043 0.379
25 1.013 0.472
30 0.966 0.558

Thus, the first term exhibits a maximum value at an intermediate value of

trim angle, while the second term yields steadily increasing values in the

range of conceivable trim angles.

62. Equation 11 is applicable for the WES model track. Oth•er soil-

track systems, and in particular those with a dra-wbar pin at tie rear of

the track, exhibit a different relation (fig. 17). The equilibrium eaua-

tions for fig. 17 are:

W'- 1 cos e - %X sin 0 = 0 (l5)

P + IT sin -XN cos9-0 (19 )

Ph cos e + Pa sin 8+ ±x - XUd = 0 (17)

yielding :

x d - h(X cos 9 - sin e cos 9) - a(X sin 9 cos 9 - sin e) (18)

For X 0.5 , the two terms in parentheses take values as follows:

9 First Term Second Term

0 0.1,100 0.000
5 0.509 .; 36)

10 0.315 0.0'5
15 0.217 0.058
20 0.120 0.043
29 0.028 0.013
30 -0.OS -0.03)
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FiF.17.Free-body dia~gram of soil-track system with drawbar
pin at rear of track
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The relations betwreen x and e are quite 11ifferent in t.e t;r. iz.'.'csti~a-

ted cases (i.e. the WES model track and the track with! reý-r-:m:nuted dra-:bar

pin). Because of the particular co'-struction of the W!S model track, tie

distance x depends on the load W and w.teir:ht W' (equation 14), wile

equation 18 does not show such dependency. More important, equations 11

and 18 (together with the tabulations in paragraphs 61 and 62, re-pec-

tively) indicate that the pattern of change of x with e is different

for the two cases. (For both cases, however, the value of x is larger

for positive values of 0 than for 9 = 0 , at least for positive values

of a)' and c in equation lh and positive values of h and a in equa-

tion 18, and for values of 9 to at least 25 deg.) Note also that the DC

moves upward with increasing trim angle for the WES model track and do.arn-

ward for the track with rear-mounted drawbar pin.

Dynamic pressure redistribution

u3. The interactions described in terms of movement of the DCG can

elso be examined as a function of dynamic pressure redistribution. A hori-

zontal force acting at the drawbar of a vehicle gcnerates a moment that

tends to overturn the velhicle. This moment must be counterbalanced by an

opposinC moment of equal magnitude, which usually is provided by a shiftinrg

of the vertical soil reaction.:X- To evaluate the effects of dynamic pres-

sure redistribution, consider the WES model track traveling with zero pull

(self-propelled condition), represented in fig. la by the solid vector

lines. The vertical soil reaction force V , composed of normal and tan-

Cential components, is equal and opposite to the resultant track load

R , + W' . The distance from load axle to V is designated x0

6h. The corresponding situation with pull is represented by the

dashed vectors. The moment generated by the vectors P and ;ioriaontal

soil reaction force II is

Y If the load axle is mounted some distance behind the RCG (yielding a
nevative a value in equation 14), distance x could decrease with the
trim angle.

SThe same phenomenon occurs also for vehicles on slopes even if no pull
is developed. In this case, t1he weigl,t component par-llel to the slope
acts as rull through the ce',or,

li 'U'le .',C



.PU ccs q + x sin 8) (19)P

:.IQ' counteribahnncd by the moment ýýenerated by a shift of the vertical

re.-"Iu1 t~a~

= v(x - x0 ) Cos e (20)

The con lition = = Mv yields

Pd + Vx 0

V - P tan 9

The distance x has the same meaning here as previously (equation 14). In

fact, equation 14 is obtained by introducing into equation 21 the relations

V = W + W'

+ W'(a cos e + c sin e)*

0 tan (W + W') cos 0

P = (Ir + W1) X cos 0 - sin G*-
cos 0 + X sin 9

65. To describe the above relations in terms of dynamic pressure re-

distribution, the shift of the resultant V must be expressed in terms of

pressure variations. If, for simplicity, a linear pressure distribution is

assumed, the ccuntermoment can be represented by change from a uniform dis-

tribution, as expressed by two triangular pressure distributions (fig. 18b).

With

b = track width

S= total contact length

D = resultant force from a triangular pressure distribution

ad = vertical stress increase at the rear end (or decrease at the
front end)

1.d = moment generated by triangular pressure distribution
'd

V From moment equilibrium equation in the zero pull condition.
• From equations 7-9.
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it 6 1 (1:•,• t:, :t

D t ibad C(,s-

2 1 2 2
M1 D X 3 A cos 0 7bAa cos q
d '

The condition Md 4 p (from equation 19) yields

1 W 2 2 P(d c + sin
( a cos '3= cos x

or

6P(d cos ' + x sin (22)
bd 2 Cos2

Substituting from equation 21 for x

6P d cos Q+xosin 12
bA 2 (V - P tan ') cos2'j

66. By the same approach in the second investigated case (track with

rear-mounted drpwbar, fig. 19), the pull-generated moment (i.e. the moment

:t =W,

'i/.x)s,, • (d'-A) COS 6

(x-xo) cos o

Fig. 19. Dynarmic pressure redistribution for trach with
rear-mounted drawbar
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cictnetcd "tbouit A only because P and H act) is

= P di) cos 0 - (a - x) Sin (24)

and the countermoment is

"Me = V(x - x0 ) cos 6 (25)

Settin . Mv nnd solving yields:

P(d - h - a tan ) + Vx0  (26)
V - P tan 9

Tiic equation Cor the countermoment Md in terms of dynamic pressure redis-

tribution (fig. 1Sb) can be expressed, as before, by

1 b2d 2

=by 2a Cos 2
"d = 6 d

For MP = 1Id

6P[(d - h) cos e - (a - x) sin 81 (27)
bA2 cos2 8

Substituting the expression of equation 26 for x yields:

Pv .d Cos a + Xo0sn :: _ a sin e + h cose] (28)
Cd=bY2 (V - P tan 9) cos 2 9 (V - P tan e) Cos 2 0

67. Comparison of equations 23 and 28 reveals that the mechanism of

dynamic pressure redistribution is different for the two track systems.

Generally, the magnitude of dynamic pressure redistribution for the track
with rear-mounted drawbar is less than that of the WES track, as evidenced

by thQ negative term in equation 28 that is lacking in equation 23. In

fact, for a track system with rear-mounted drawbar, a situation can be en-
visioned where numerators of terms within the brackets of equation 28 are
equal, in which case the dynamic pressure redistribution according to equa-
tion 28 vanishes. In geometric terms, this situation is characterized by
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the DCG being exactly at the soil-track interface. This condition normal Ly

cannot be simulated with the WES model track because its DCOG is not not]wed
to vary significantly in height because of the particular constLuction of

the track.

Concept of fixed trim angle

68. The general conclusion that must be dt'-wn Crom ar!, of thic -ibove

considerations is that no single track system can be eon Isiderr'e r.e!1etn-

tive for all tracks when the complex mech"anisms ,iescribe( SbuVe are al n ,,..:1

to act. One approach that eliminates the e"fects of dynamic pres.-Iure re-

distribution and the implications of unaccounted for variations of t-no!a

trim angle involves mechanically fixing the trim angle at a prc..esij 'nate[

position for each test conducted. Moments generated by the drawbabr pull

then are counterbalanced not by a shift of the soil reaction resultant. but

by the forces ond moments that hold the track in its oripiinal, nsition.

Since the dynamic pressure redistribution has been shov.m to be the ma.aor

factor that disallows any one track to be representative of all. single

tracks, the elimination of this effect allows the 11.:S track p•eroriimance pna-

rameters to be r'pp1.ied to other tracl-s cperating at the same t-rtim anl,1e.

69. In a sense, fixing the trim angle reduces the track to a repre-

sentative basic running gear in that the vehiclelihe characteristics of

the system are eliminated. Secondly, this operation causes teio anle to

be treated as an independent variable, and reduces by a considerable amount

the number of geometric terms that would have to be included in applying

dimensional or other types of analysis to the soil-tLrack test resuilts. Tyi-

deed, most of the geometric parameters used in the foregoing analnysis are

eliminated from consideration. A third advantage of this test mlode is th:at

it produces a wealth of information per test, since a meastued amomut o!'

torque can be considered to be produced by a force at any point on, within.

or even beyond the periphery of the track, as long as the product of fr'-ce

times distance from the point of track rotation is the same na- the measured

torque. Thus, the effect of having a force act at various pointsr on or

near the front of the track (e.g. by a loaded scraper blade), on the rear

of the track (in towing another vehicle), or even within the trnck (moving

the RCG by shifting the weight distribution) can be simuLlated by icasuring
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the torque needed. to maintain the trim angle.

70. The primary disadvantage of testing the track at various fixed

trim anigles is that the resulting track performance system is applicable

only to tracks operating -t those angles, which themselves are not pre-

dictcd. P•ossibly, results from tests that treat trim angle as an independ-

ent, controlled variable and the angle-maintaining force as a dependent

variable uilI lend themselves to a means of predicting trim angle for a

given situation. More likely, a separate study will be required for this

purpose. Part of this separate study would necessarily involve force-

distance combinations, thereby reintroducing some of the parameters elimi-

nated in treating e as an independent parameter.

71. Preliminary test results indicate that substantial changes in

position of the RCG and in track trim angle influence track performance

only slightly. Situations can easily be envisioned, however, where extreme

values of track trim angle could be produced in the field, and these likely

can be investigated best by using the fixed-trim-angle test mode.

Test Techniques

72. Test equipment capabilities allow the same two techniques that

WES has employed in most of its testing of tires also to be used in testing

tracks. The first technique, constant-slip testing, is produced when a pre-

selected slip value is introduced and maintained mechanically; near-

constrnt slip also results from a towed test or a constant-pull test in

which the slip value, although not mechanically controlled, varies so

slightly that for practical purposes it can be considered constant. The

second technique, programmed-slip testing, is produced by changing the rel-

ative forward speeds of the test carriage and the track during the course

of a test such that a preselected pattern of track slip in percent
horizontal track speed - carriage speed 100) results. Most WES tire

horizontal track speed
tests have been programmed increasing-slip tests in which slip varied lin-

early "ith time. Tests can also be conducted as programmed decreasing-slip

"an, 1/or .ith values oP slip changing in other than linear fashion. Slip

;nlues included within a single programmed-slip test can be made to vary
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over practically any portion of the full (positive and negative) slip range.

73. If essentially the same results are produced at all levels of

slip by constant- and programmed-slip tests, then programmed-slip tests ob-

viously are preferred since they yield far more information per test. For

tires, it has been verified both in sand and in clay that results from the

two types of tests match, except possibly at very small values of positive

and negative slip. This results, in part, bec-use the tire-soil contact

length is quite small for conventional tires, and tire slip his negligible

influence on the change in soil strength produced by tire traffic.

74. Relative to a tire, the contact length of a track usually is

quite large. To determine the effect of track slip on the strength of a

coarse-grained soil, penetration resistance gradient G was measured in the

test lane before traffic and at interials of 1.5 m after one pass of the

30.5- by 121.9-cm track in several programimed-slip tests. Fig. 20 demon-

strates with one curve for each test that the penetration resistance of air-

dry Yuma sand changes significantly as a function of track slip. The pat-

tern of change within the -5 to +10 percent slip range is strikingly differ-

ent from the pattern outside that range. For before-traffic G0-15 values

greater than about 2 MNm3,- the original value of Go015 is retained at a

slip level of approximately +3 percent; for before-traffic G values
0-15

less than about 2 W/mI, the after-first-pass Go015 value tends to~rard

2 MN0/m3 at approximately +3 percent slip. For all cases except a combina-

tion of very dense soil and very light track load, 0o-15 values cluster

about 1.6 MN/m3 at -5 percent slip and about 1.8 MN/m 3 at +10 percent slin.

Outside the -5 to +10 percent slip range, the after-traffic values of Go.15

change only slightly but do appear to decrease toward a value of approxi-

mately 1.5 IN/m3 as values of slip increase (either positively or nega-

tively). It probably is significant that the critical void ratio of air-

dry Yuma sand is attained at a value of Go0 1 5 of about 1.5 M.I/m 3 .

75. The drastic changes in the strength of sand that often occc•u in

the -5 to +10 percent slip range greatly complicate the interpretation of

test data from programmed-slip track tests. particularly since some points

of particular interest occur within that t'ange (fig. 3). To illustrate

this problem, consider the pull performance developed by the 30.'- by
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4O0

I 30.5CMX121.9CM TRACK
LEGEND

NOMINAL LOAD BEFORE-TRAFFIC G
3 5 0__1_

0 2225 I . I0
A ' 2225 I .73

a 2225 2 56
V7 2225 3 .73

S 4450 I .02

3. 4450 3 .463.0 --___ _5 ._O

• (675 :2.2
V e,875 3.5"7

,n 2. 5 \

20U,

4
a.

I.-

NOTE AFTER-FIRST-PASS MEASUREMENTS OF G0 -1 5

0.5 WERE MADE AT INTERVALS OF I,5M. ACTUAL
CHANGES IN VALUES OF G0 . 15 WERE LESS
ABRUPT TfHAN INDICATED BY THE STRAIGHT-
LINE INTERPOLATIONS BETWEEN READINGS
SHOWN HERE.

0o _ _I I I 1I
-20 -t0 0 1 20 30 40 50

SLIP, %

Fi,;. 20. Effect of track slip on sand penetration resistance

1.2l.9-ci track in a number of programmed-slip and constant-slip tests. The

relation for pull versus soil strength is presented for the towed condition

for the two types of tests in fig. 21a and. for the 5 percent slip condition

in 2i. 21b. (Towed point is defined as occurring when torque input at the

drive sprocket equals zero in a, programmed-slip test.) For both the towed

and • percent slip conditions, the constant-slip tests produced changes in
pull ",with soil strength as a function of load in an orderly, well-defined

::,anncr. The scatter of data from both groups of programmed-slip tests al-

i(ws litt;le prospect for useful analysis. Also, values of towed force are
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penteler'l11y smaller and values of pull at 5 percent slip are generally larger

f'•r tlic constant-slip tests than for the programmed-slip tests for corre-

spoii[intg conditions of load and soil strength. This results since the near-

con.-tant slips of both performance levels closely matched the slip value

t1hat pro.luced peak after-first-pass values of GOI15in the programmed-slip

tests: tVaus, sand near maximum possible strength constantly supported the

track in thie towed and constant 5 percent slip tests, while sand of less

than manximum strength was available, except at one particular instant, in

the pro!-rained-slip tests. Not only does in-sand, programmed-slip testing

of tracks produce first-pass data quite difficult to interpret in the -5 to

-10 percent, ranive, but it also produces multiple-pass data virtually impos-

sible to nnalyze because of viriations of soil strength both within and be-

tween passes.. Thus, progranummed-slip testing of tracks in air-dry sand gen-

erally will not be used.

76. A third technique, programmed-load testing, has been used with

the model track in air-dry sand in the large-scale test facility. Load is

increased or decreased during the test simply by reducing or increasing,

respectively, pressure within the 25-cm-diam pneumatic lift cylinders.

(The lift cylinders relieve the deadweight of the test carriage that is

transferred to the track load axle; see paragraph 57.) This process

changes the value of load applied to the load axle at a rate of approxi-

mately 1.0 kN/m of carriage travel with the carriage moving at normal test

speed. Thus, in the 30-m length normally available for testing, the total

load range of the model track can be tested easily. Constant 20 percent

slip, increasing-load tests produce after-first-pass Go0 1 5 values that

tend toward a value of about 2 (fig. 22). Differences in after-first-pass

Go_15 values at the smallest and largest values of load are slight, how-

ever, and similar values of pull are developed in programmed-load and

constant-load tests at comparable levels of load and before-traffic soil

strength (fig. 23). Some attention must be given what appears to be fairly

substantial data scatter for the programmed-load technique at large values

of load. It is concluded, however, that useful track performance data can

be produced by constant-slip, programmed-load testing.

77. No tests have been conducted with the model track in clay, but
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changes in soil strength like those mentioned above are not anticipated

either for programmed-slip or progjramned-load testing in clay. Almost

purely cohesive, fine-grained soils possess strength that is not affected

by overburden. WES soil processing techniques produce homcgeneous test sec-

tions that are effectively remolded. Thus, it seems likely that neither

track load nor track slip will influence the support capacity of thie soil.

If this is the case, multiple-pass, either prograimed-lsip or programmred-

load testing can be used for tracks in clay.

78. Each of tlhe three test techniques mentioned above can be con-

ducted in either of two modes. The first, and more ccnventional, mode in-

volves loading the track and allotring trim angle to assume f value dictated

by the interaction of forces of the soil-track system. A second mode in-

volves mechanically restraininr the trim angle at a preselected value and

measuring the torque required to maintain that angle (paragraphs 68-70).



PA>ýT V: LONG-RA, GE TEST PROGRAm4

Basis for Prolgram

' To evehlv a comprehensive, test-proven system for describing

qutntit e the performance of tracks in soils, the WIES has designated

t.e variabes (par:'-aprns 3S-48, plus trach slip, load, translational veloc-

it'y. and soil, strcný-ti,) that are considered sufficient to describe the soil-

track systcm for strair-lt-line operation on level, homogeneous soil. To re-

,luce this list to mnnageable size and to identify the independent variables

that in'luence soil-track performance most, about 25 tests will be con-

Aucted and tlhcr results analyzed for each týpe of test soil. (Appendix A

(utlines inportant features of the Plackett-Burman 2  design, which is es-

pecial1, , suited i'r this purpose.) A follow-up test program wrill then be

CN :U5L&& in wliclh values of' the predominant variables will be changed sys-

tematically to allow development of a track performance prediction term

(probably in nondimensional form) that will be a function of these vari-

ables. The analysis of data from these tests will be based largely on di-

tsensional analysis because, historically, it has been successfuflly used in

many areas of scientific research to describe a wide range of complex phys-

ical phenomena, and because the WES has successfully applied it to describe

tl-e performance of tires in soil.24)25 Certainly, there are important dif-

ferences between tires and tracks insofar as their geometries and their

means of gaining propulsion through soil are concerned. However, the di-

mensional frameworks (in units of' force-length-time) that describe the soil-

tire and soil-track systems are very similar, indicating that a dimensional

analysis of the soil-track system should attain the same order of success

as was achieved for the soil-tire system.

80. Following this, a third phase of testing and analysis will de-

termine the influence on track performance of each of those soil-track pa--

rameters judged not among the most important by the Plackett-Burman test

pregram. Completion of these three phases of study should provide a com-

prehensive system for quantitatively predicting the straight-line, level-

ground performance (drawbar pull, sinkage, trim angle, torque required) of
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a track operating in a given homogeneous soil. Further analyses -nd tests

will be needed to develop and/or evaluate theoretical descriptions of th:e

soil-trac: system and subsystems and to describe the effects on track per-

formance of vehicle speed, vehicle maneuvering (steerin-)• obstacle tra-

versa], slope climbing,, nonuniform soil strength profiles, strength cha-ýrac-

teristics of c-4 soils, unusual track geometries. novel trec:-me s:.apes,

etc.

P8. ][either the amount of testirg nor a .,re..e ... ze tinr' ol

possible soil-track parameters that will be investl_<ate-i b-, the rC: c c e

enumerated at this time. Timer funding, acnd circumistances T_ I

large role in the final dtermjnation of these importnnt factors. r- cevor.

the follow,.:in paragraphs outline, in as quantitative or: a2 .ractical. t-e

best estimate that can be made now of how the overall 'A- soil-track test

program will be pursued.

Outline of Program

82. Tests and analyses of the soil-track systems and subsystems will

be described in a series of WES technical reports under tihe general title
"Performance of Soils Under Track Loads." Titles of particular reports

that will follow this one, together with brief descriptions of the content

and the required test program and method of analysis for each, are biren oe-

low. The descriptions are tentative; titles, contents, and the order of

reporting are all subject to change.

Report 2: Track Per-
formance in a Desert Sand

83. The Plackett-Burman technique described in Appendix A of this

report will, be applied to determine the primary independent variables for

tracks operating in air-dry Yuna sand. If four to five major system vari-

ables are revealed, constant-slip tests will be conducted at two to five

levels for each variable, so that 100 to 1,0 tests likely wrill be required

to develop a basic-parameter, one-slip-level (near moximum puli) track per-

formance prediction term. Data tables, plots of basic soil-track relations,

and a step-by-step development of the prediction term will be presentel.



l

!{epLrt it : T•'ack Mobility
•ht:::ber :'or •'tmrse-C.rlined Soils

•';. Tests utilizin!• the fixed-trim-an[•le mode (para6raphs 65-'/0)

wi!l be use,[ to, exa:nine the effect of an externally applied moment o,1 track

pe•-'"(.r:n,-nee. Tests will be conducted in two soils, air-dry Yuma sand and

:•:• :.t •,u s•J:d, m•l at several performance levels to include the towed, self-

prelc[!cd, and ncar-n'•xir:itun pull conditions. The effect on track perform-

ante t•1' each s•il-track parmneter not included in the basic-parameter pre-

,[icti•n tar::: ,,:' Report 2 •,-ill be determined, and the prediction term modi-
:'lea t• im-!mle i•nctions ef any additional parameters that influence track

per fc •'•'n:•.ce significmltly.

Report ]•: Track Perform-
ance in Fine-Grained Soils

•. it is anticipated that either progranuned-slip or programmed-load

testilq• in either the fixed-trim-angle or free-trim-angle mode can be used

to test tracks in clay. The Plackett-Burman technique wil! be used to de-

terr•ine the pri=ery independent variables of the clay-track system. Prob-

ably I00 to 150 tests (programmed-slip, constant-load) will be required to

develop a basic-parameter track performance prediction term for one soil
(saturated fat clay) and at al! performance levels of interest; some 50 to

IO0 tests :nay be needed to validate or alter the form of the prediction
term for a second fine-grained soil (probably a lean clay). Some addi-

tional testing may be needed, particularly at the start of the test program,

to develop the physical techniques required to conduct multiple-pass tests

•,ith the geometrically complex track in sticky clay.

Report 5: Track I.bbility
•/umber for Fine-Grained Soils

86. The effects of each of *i•e v•iabies •udged not sme•4• the most

important by the Piackett-Burman evaluation of Report I• will be evaluated.

>•ach variable likely will be tested at about t}tree values over a range of
values of the prediction term developed in Report h. The form of the pre-

diction term will be modified to account for the influence of any of the

secondary variables found to affect track performance significantly.



iieport (): Track Perform-
ance on Layered ýIioj Systems

RI. lose-line tests will be conducted in test sectiolns of Cat elrm;

at one .1ow and one high strength levrel for six ti'ao tcomet ries nhi a broad

ranc-e of track,- loads for each. 'ilareaf'ter, test sections Oil be con-

structed first with a layer of low.,-strenigth clay overlyint g-sýent

olay. (to simulate scpyOr marirshy condi tioni , cr s011 '2ndl.tions lfolloiowin'

heavz rains) , and then with the high-strenrQt lo Inei koer% VY i low-

strezqth iwc (to simulate low-stength oil whso lame" Iae Ji died and

gained ;s rongth ) . T'he depth o-ýf the upper layer in on IS oh ae wi1 1,10 in-

oi-eased in iiicrcime~iits of about 3 minl successive tes;ts umat 1 the inlfluo!Iice

Of the lowe,-r layer Oil track performance is elimiinated. Analysis -,-ill detel-

m:ine liow, tr-ack performance is affected by the r-elation (), (a) track, geome.t~ry

anwi test lead to (b) depth to soil. streng-th change. Analysis also will do-

tersie he soil strength measurements from, layered -.yste::, can be inter-

preted to provide values compatible with values from~ homnogenecals test

sections .

3.Tests ivrill be conducted in test sections of air-drfy sand in

M~ich a very dense lower layer of sand supports a less dense upper layer.

Ti;e upper layer will be constructed to at least threce values of penetraticin

resistance gradlient. Again, depth of the upper layer will be increase 1 in,

increments of about 3 Cm in successive tests until the influence of the

bottom la-yer enl track performance is eliminated. A sufficient inmber of

track geo-netries and test loads will- be tested to determline how, trackl ý-,etem-

etry, test load, andu changles in soil streng-th, with depth are related, aInd

how nonuni form soil proffile strength values sliould be interpreted. Fos-

sibly, patrticularly for the tests in clay, ver-y salsaem~lt-.

wilbe2 tested so that test sections of a-ýnal.l s:ecanl bc usedý t!hereby: re-

ducingý tI~e substantial physiCal p~roblem:s invll Cved inl Ccnstrlctni og layeredi

soil systems.

1icecort 'y: Theoretical Studies

Ty. Report 'jwill include evaluaition of existing thories onad nor-

naps (level o-pnent of a new theer\'. Ch ecs vii M ori es HIl.1 be Wa e by usi-,

dat-, Cromi the above reports and Prom wi atever ahil tionil test.s are retni renI

A)



[, e:xrzt '" y: ,y' .p2:'i

). ePOr V .. :11 r;".eri:'e rnaior findings of all of the previous

rer 't. c'mrnrc the beLt .v.linb]c theoretical and empirical methods of

;,o:' birv.• . -track syfstems, and propose treak desi,-n criteria. Field

tet-:iU 1 be c .,u-Cted ind t•he data evaluated to determine to what extent

x ,rItt rv-tA e'.re(1,ped trnck performance prediction terms must be modified

tU 1:'e.ict in-ti:e-iie~d performance. Ti:e field tests will be designed to

,eeri,.e te Inf"luence on track performance of weight transfer, vehicle

•tecrin:i. 2rticulatiion of multiunit tracked vehicles, and unusual track

21 ;~uratio"n.
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APPENDIX A: IDENTIFICATION OF PRIMARY SYSTEM
VARIABLES FROM A PLACYJTT-BLJBMAB TEST DESIGN

1. A statistical design of experiments by the Placlett-Burman method

is based on balanced incomplete blocks and is aimed at identifying the most

important variables in a system as candidates for furtner, more detailed
study. The design accomplishes tiis objective with a minimum -mount of

testing and is especially useful in the study of practically any system be-

in- examined for the first time. References 23, 26, and 27 (See Literature

Cited at the end of the main text) explain in detail tihe theoretical bases

upon which this desirn is built; this appendix will describe only tie me-

chanics of applying the desigfn.

2. First, the experimenter lists all possible variables ir his test

system that have even a rumote chance of significantly influencing the test

results and that can be closely controlled. E<ach variable is sssiý-ned one

practical high•-level value and one practical low-level value at w}hich it

will be tested. The experimenter next 2hooses a design of size U , where

N usualu y is taken as the number of tests or number of rows in a Placket-t-

Bur-:an matrix that is just one larger than the number of controlled vari-

ables. A matrix of 16 rows designed to study the effects of 15 controlled

variables (A-O) in 16 tests is shown in fig. A!. The + and - signs signify

the upper- and lower-level values at which the system variables are tested.

it is possible, then, in N tests -to determine the relative importance of

as many as N - 1 variables. Furthermore, it is possibl- to determine the

significance of these N - 1 variables on as many best responses as the

experiment~r cares to measure; i.e. in each test the experimenter can ineas-

ure as many test responses as he pleases for each test conducted. Treating

each type of test response individually, he can then determine the relative

importance of each of the controlled variables on that type of response.

3. The heart of a Plackett-Burmar design is a matrix like that sho-wn

in fig. Al. Each column in the matrix corresponds to a variable of the

test system, and each row represents the levels of the variables associated

w..ith one test. The sign is consistent along any diagonal from right to

left beginning at any location along either the top row or the far

Al



- LOW LEVEL
+ NIGH LEVEL

RANDOM VARIABLE

RUN N0o.. N ORDER A a C 0 E F (0) H I , K L m (N) (0)

1 I + (+ + - 4 - 4 + - - - -+

4 + + +

3 7( + - + + - - 4 -- - 4- +

4 S (3 " 4 + - - 4 -- - + + +

5 16 -+ + - ----- + 4 4 +

6 10 + + +----

7 12 - + + 4 + + +

8 15 4 (15 +---- - - + + + -

9 6 0 + + + + -

10 3 - - - - - 4 4 - -- + +
•12 -- + + + ++ +

12 13 + - + 4 4 + - + +

1 31 + * + - 4 -++

14 9 - + *"4 + 4 + - +

16 14 - * - + -- -- - -

PLACKETT-BURMAN MATRIX FOR D=ITERMINING THE EFFECTS OF 15

VARIABLES AT TWO LEVELS USING 16 RUNS.

N *.. - + -

N16 2 - - •'• - -- +-4 + - -

20- +

N -24...........- 4 - * -- - - - -

S28 -- - - - - -- - - -- - + + - +

N 32---4 -. .. + + -. , I -I -+-+

FIRST ROW OF PLACKETT-BURMAN MATRIX FOR SEVERAL VALUL"3 OF N

:±i. Al. Soeie Placlkett-Burman matrices
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rirht-h-and column, except that the last row has all minus sitmrs. PlackFett-

m•u'man, matrices for all other values of 1i have these :.-,me charocteristics.

T..cre",re, any Plackett-Blurmn matrix is defined wh:en only its first row is

Kno,.n. .'ie first rows of matrices for several values of jare slhwn at

the bAttom of fig•. Al.

U. The effect of a param:eter on a given response is dJefired as t}he

difference between th!e average value of the response for all tests at the

Sevel and the averaCe value of the response for all tests at tihe l.',

level, e. . for K = 1V

•Pf'ect of A I"- Z responses at (+-) . Z responses at (-- (C.)
'A 3

Tc see ", this simple formulation work efer tc fir Al. v!,en n1 le

A is at its dir!h level, variable B is iih four times and '..w fou' times

(note the circled entries). Likewise, when A is at its lc:w,! lercl, B is

niri in four tests and l.o: in the other four. Thius, the net ef"ect of

chancing variable B cancels in calculating the effect of A . The re-

maining variables balance in this same way, so that the net difference is

only ti:e effect of A . Despite the simplicity of equation A!, the results

obtained tirouclh its use are equivalent to those obtainable by a complete

multiple regression.

Uot all of the 15 coluims shown in fig. Al represent reaL experi-

mental variables; G , ii , and 0 are dummy variables. Thus, althoughC, a

column of +'s and -'s is listed under each of G , 11 . and C1 , no

cnarres in test conditions are made corresnonding to these signs: that is,

uher. the actual test program is conducted, the + and - signs urnder colunmns

for the duzmmy vuriables are regarded as not being there at all; however,
t(,eir effects are calculated in the same way as the effects of the real

variaibles. The effect of a dummy variable is zero if (a) there are no

interactions of the real variables, and (b) there is no error in pfoducing

the conditions described by the Plackett-Burman matrix and in recording the

test response. If the effect of the dummy variable is not zero (and in the

real world it will not be), then the magnitude of the effect is taken as an

estimate of experimental error. To be more specific, the mag:nitudes of the

A3



lumm::"yýl va•rinbles are used to estimate the variance of each of the test vari-

nbIes in t!:e t'ol]owin!j manner:

V (Ed) 2  (A2)

off n

V = estimate of the variance of the effect of each real test
variable

= e:'ect of a dummy variable

n number of dummy variables

or exa:ple, an estimate of the variances of A in fig. Al is

-r Sum of squares of the effects of the dummy variables
A Numrber of dummy variables

2 2
E 2 + E 2 4

VA= (G) (10) '(0)
VA 3

The standard error of each test variable is defined as the square root of

its variance, or

S. F. (A3)

The significance of the effect of each test variable can then be determined

through use of its t-statistic, defined as

effect
S.E.:-• eff

The value of t , together with the number of degrees of freedom for the

distribution of the response (ihe. the number of dummy variables), is then

compared with values in a table like that of fig. A2.

6. Several important features of the Plackett-Burman design are il-

lustrated best by example. Data that resulted from application of the

matrix of fig. Al are presented in fig. A3. Units of the variables are not

listed, but levels in columns 2 and 3 might be 2 kN and 10 kN, 0.5 m/sec

A4



-t 0 +t

DEGREE
OF *P 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0. i 0.05 0.02 0.01

FREEDOM

I 0.158 0.325 0.510 0.727 1.000 1.376 1.963 3.078 6.314 12.706 31.621 63.657

2 0.142 0.289 0.4A5 0.617 0.816 1.061 1.340 1.6C8 2.920 4.303 6.965 9.925

3 0.137 0.277 0.424 0.584 0.765 0.978 1.250 1.638 2.353 3.182 4.541 5.841

4 0 134 0.271 0.414 0.569 0.741 0,941 1.190 1.533 2.132 2.776 3,747 4.604

S 0.132 0 267 0.400 0.559 0.727 0.920 1.156 1.476 2.015 2.571 3.365 4.032

6 0.131 0.265 0.404 0,553 0.718 0.904 1.134 1.430 1.943 2.447 3.143 3.707

7 0.130 0.263 0.402 0.549 0.711 0,895 1.119 1.415 1.895 2.365 2.998 3.499

8 0.130 0.262 0.309 0.5-t6 0.706 0.689 1,108 1.397 1.890 2.306 2.896 3.355

9 0.129 0.261 0.398 0.543 0.703 0.883 1.100 1.383 1.833 2,262 2821 3.250

10 0.129 0 260 0.397 0.542 0,700 0.879 1.093 1.372 1.812 2.228 2.764 3.169

11 0.13i 0.260 0.396 0.540 0.697 0.8'6 1.088 1.363 1,796 2.201 2.718 3.106

12 0.128 0.259 0.395 0.539 0.695 0.873 1.063 1.356 1.782 2.179 2.681 3.055

13 0.128j 0.259 0.394 0.335 0.694 0.810 1.079 1.350 1,771 2.160 2.650 3.012

14 0.128 0.258 0.393 0.537 0.692 0.660 1.076 1.345 1.761 2.14S 2.624 2.977
15 0.120 0.2M5 0.393 0.5?6 0.691 0.866 1.074 1.341 1.753 2.131 2.602 2.947

16 0.128 0.258 0.392 0.535 0.690 0.065 1.071 1.337 1.746 2.120 2.593 2.921

17 0.128 0.257 0,392 0.534 0.689 0.083 1.069 1.333 1.740 2.110 2.567 2.898

18 0.127 0.257 0.392 0.534 0.888 0.862 1.067 1.330 1.734 2.101 2.552 2.878

19 0,127 0.257 10.391 0.533 0.GP8 0.061 1.066 1.32n 1.729 2.093 2.539 2.861

20 0.127 10.257 0.391 0.533 0.687 0.8S0 1.064 1.125 1,725 2.086 2.528 2.845

21 t.1.127 10 257 0.391 0.532 0.686 0.659 1.063 1.323 1.721 2.080 2.518 2.831

22 0 '27 . 255 '0390 0.532 0.686 0.858 1.061 1.321 1.717 2.074 2.508 2.819

23 0.127 0.256 0.390 0.532 0.605 0.858 1.060 1.319 1.714 2.069 2,500 2.607

24 0.127 10.256 0.390 0.531 0.685 0.857 1.059 1.318 1.711 2.064 2.492 2.797
25 0.127 i 0.258 0 390 0.531 0.684 0.856 1.058 1.316 1.708 2.060 2.485 2.787

26 0.127 I0.256 0.300 0.531 0.604 0.856 1 059 1.315 1.705 2.056 2.479 2.779
27 0.127 0.25F 0.309 0.531 0.684 0.855 1.057 1.314 1.703 2.052 2.`73 2.771
25 1 0.127 0.256 0.389 0.530 0.683 0.855 1.056 1.313 1.701 2.043 2.467 2.763
29 0 127 0256 0.3X9 0.530 0.683 0.854 1.055 1.311 1.699 2.045 2.452 2.756

30 0.127 0.256 10.389 0.630O 0.683 0.854 11. 055 1.310 1.697 2.042 2.457 2.750

0 10,2 6 0.3350.38532 0.52440 0,67449 0.84162 1.03643 1.28155 1.64465 1.95996 2 32634 2,57582

* P IS THEF PRO•ABILITY OF HAVING t THIS LARGE OR LARGER IN SIZE BY CHANCE.

Fig. A2. Table for t-test of significance betoeen two sample means

EFFECT, RELATIVE

VARIABLE LEVELS (-I TO SIGNIFICANCE,

NAME LOW {-) HIGH (+ M (+) t TEST

A 2 10 -19.4 8.43 99%

a 0.5 2 5.3 2.29 80"

C 15 60 6.6 2.85 90%

0 5 20 2.6 1.14 70'•

E 2 3 0.5 0.19 -

F 1 2 1.2 0.52 -

(G) - - 0.116 - -

H 1 5 2.3 0.99 -

I 0 20 0.3 0.12 -

J 1 , -7.0 3.37 95'%

K 0 5 1.5 0.66 -

L 3 12 2.2 0.95 -

M 2 8 -1.5 0.66 -

(N) - - 3.974 1.72 80O

(o0 - -0 .354 - -

Fi,. A'. Variables an-d tlcir si-niificance



•ind 2.0 i/dsoc. 1) cm arnd !,0 cm, etc., if variables A , B , and C were

tes•t ]wat], velocity, and width, for example. For variable A , tile t

V'11lu i_ • ('1".pUted "S t - -19.- O. , + (3.974 )2 (0"354)- -8.43.

A 3

Fi'hO sign,'1 of, the etffect is important (e.g. changing the level of variable

A om ! iUs low to its high'4 level caused the effect of the measured re-

sP(~rn•e to decrease by 19.1i units), but the sign of the value of t can be

i!u•Tre, (i.e. all t values are considered positive in using the table of
"fig. A2)J. Antering the table of fig. A2 on line 3 (since there are three

iUmnnry variables, or de-rees of freedom), it is seen that 8.43 is larger

than .g, w:hiich is the smallest t value required for P = 0.01 when

If -- 3 . Thus, it is concluded that the effect of A is real (i.e. that

it is not caused by chance) with (100 - 1) = 99 percent confidence. The

relative significance of the other variables is determined in the same man-

ner. Generally, the t test must produce a confidence level of at least

70 percent to indicate that more careful study of a variable is justified.

7. It is important to recognize the influence of the number of the

degrees of freedom on the t test. Note from the last colutmn in fig. A2

that the values of t drop drastically as the number of degrees of freedom

increase from one to three and then continue to drop much more slowly there-

after. This same trend is seen for all other columns, i.e. all other val-

ues of P , in the table. This indicates that the prospect of obtaining a

t value large enough to indicate significance at a given confidence level

is greatly improved if at least three degrees of freedom are present in tile

test program. In other words, the t test of significance is much more

sensitive if at least three dummy variables are included in the test system.

This requirement changes tile meaning of a statement made in paragraph 2.

Usinmr a Plackett-Burman matrix test design, it is possible in N test runs

to determine the importance of N - I total variables; however, only about

IT - 4 of tiese should be real variables.

8. Like any other method of desirrning test programs, the Plackett-

Burman technique has its limitations, mainly two: Firstly, the high and

low levels of the test variables must be selected such that the test con-

ditions defined by each and every row,• in the design matrix can be satisfied.

A(S



The physical requirements for satisfying all of these combinations may

limit the range of some of the variables to the point where, for all prac-

tical purposes, they are eliminated from consideration. This follows from

the fact that the t value for the test of relative significance of each

variable is influenced by the magnitude of the high and low levels at which

that variable was tested.

9. Secondly, the Plackett-1urman design is highly fractionated and

confounding exists among the variables. The main effects, i.e. the effect

of each of the individual variables, are not confounded with each other,

but because of the high fractionation, each main effect is confounded with

large numbers of two-factor, three-factor, and higcher order interactions.

This means that it is not possible to identify the effects that result when

each single variable interacts with other combinations of two or more vari-

ables. Fig. Al shows the confounding of the main effects with all tw.o-

factor interactions for the matrix of fig. Al. (Tables like that in fig.

AP can be constructeu only for a Plackett-Burman matrix whose value of iT

VARIABLE

A BM CJ DE FK GI HN LO

B AM CN OK EF *GL HJ 10

C AJ BN DO EL FG HM IK

D AE BK CO FM GH IN JL

E AD BF CL GN HI JO KM

F AK BE CG OM HO IJ LN

(G) Al BL CF OH EN JK MO

H AN BJ CM DG El FO KL

I AG BO CK ON EH FJ LM

J AC BN DL EO Fl GK MN

K AF BO CI EM GJ HL NO

L AO BG CE DJ FN HK IM

M AB CH OF EK GO IL JN

(N) AV BC D0 EG FL JM KO

(0) AL BI CD EJ FH GM KN

Fig. A. Primary and two-factor effect confoLudinK<

is nn integril pow:er of 2.) Generally. but net a]•,••r, interactions of

higher t:.nn seccnd order are not significant. From fi!. A'), •iu,:.> variable

(u) has a large t value, 1.72, which indicates that its effect is

A'7
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significant at the 80 percent confidence level. Quite likely, this is the

result of an interaction of variables B and C . BC is or3 of the two-

factor interactions with which (N) is confounded, and the effects of both

B and C were found to be significant. This conclusion appears logical,

but there is no way to verify suspicions of this sort without fturther ex- J

perimental work.

10. In summary, the Plackett-Burman method of designing test p.-.o-

grams can be used with a very limited amount of testing to identify the im-

portant variables in a test system. In the example described by figs. 'F

Al-A3. the importance of 15 total and 12 real Irariables was examined in a

program of on-y 16 tests. Of these 12, only 4 or possibly 5 were found to

significantly affect the test response. If care and good judgment are exer-

cised at all stages, the Plackett-Burman technique can be an extremely use-

ful tool in defining the size and predominant variables of an experimental

system.
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APPENDIX B: WES MOBILITY INDEX FORMULAS
FOR TRACKED VEFHCLES

1. The following two formulas were developed by WEo to describe in-

the-field tracked vehicle performance for the towed and self-propelled con-

ditions.

Towed tracked vehicles

contact we i- Thtpresre factor

Mobility ' factor fo
index track factor -clearance 30

wherein

S~~Contact 
!Contact !ross weight in lb

pressure ae fih nl
factor of racks in contact with ground in sq in.

Weight l15,000 lb = 1.0
factor <15,000 lb = 0.8

Track track width in in.
factor 100

Bogie gross weight in lb divided by 10
factor (total no. of bogies on track in contact with,

ground) x (area of 1 track shoe in sq in.)

Clearance = clearance in in.

Self-propelled tracked vehicles

/contact weight
pressure factor clear trans-

Mobility factor bogie e e ngi ne
+ -ance X x missionindex track grouser factor factor factor

(factor factor

Bl
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i

w.e re n r

-rorss weig-ht in lb
o]re 3uee -- area of tracks in contact with ground in sq in.
-i ct(,r

<50,000 lb = 1.0
><ei•0t 50,000 to 69,999 lb = 1.2
Lictor 70(,000 to 99O,999 ib = 1.4

Ž100,000 ]b = 1.8

T'rcl: track: width in in.
4Ict r 100

OIrouser crurers •1.5 in. high = 1.0
!actor grouiuers >1.5 in. high = 1.1

BDo-ie =:gross weight in lb divided by 10
factor (total no. of bogies on tracks in contact with

ground) x (area of 1 track shoe in sq in.)

Clearance clearance in in.
factor 10

Engine 2!1O hp/ton of vehicle .frt : 1.0
factor <10 hp/ton of vehicle wrt 1.05

Transmission hydraulic = 1.0
factor mechanical = 1.05
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